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P R £ F .\ C 
Since anicient tim s Sanskrit has been not only the 
language of religion and mytliolooy but it also attained 
the position of official and literary language. It is 
natural that Sanskrit should have a direct impact on its 
own dialects^ but the greatness of Sanskrit is much 
noticed in its influence on the Dravidian languages. 
All the literary Dravidian Languages are highly enriched 
by Sanskrit vocabulory, poetics and prosody. 
Strangely enough, both in anicient and medieval times 
Indians did not pay attention to writing history. Therefore, 
the few kavyas in Sanskrit based on historical themes 
and composed in Sanskrit have become most important sources 
for the history of India. 
Though Southern India has its own languagec and 
literatures, Sanskrit also had a place of great i-nportance 
there. 
A look into South Indian history reveals that large 
empires were being developed consisting of different 
linguistic groups of people. This is one reason for the 
significance and use of :Janskrit as the official meaium 
of royal communication and intellectual activity. 
In the medieval times,'since the fall of the KaKatiya 
kingdom, a new and powerful kingdom came into exists n_-e 
with Vijayanagara as the capital. This kingdom comprised 
of Telugu, Kannada and Tamil regions of Southern In 'la. 
Under this K;ingdom, arts and culture flourished gri-atly. 
A major source for the early history of this kingdo' 
is the iMahl'kavya called Madhurlivijaya composed by Gohfa 
Devi, who also belonged to the ruling family. Unlike 
many other Mahakavyas, Madhur'avijaya is distinguished 
because thr theme of the poem is not imaginary but e real 
historical event, composed by one who is close to the 
chief participants of the event. 
This poem is also important because a woman poet 
has composed it, with vira-rasa as th^ prominent ra:a. 
This shows the ability of Ganga Dtvi in delineating such 
a rasa v;hich is mostly ineing followed by male poets. 
It is interesting to note that Ganga' Devi wa^ hivj .ly 
influenced by contemporary Telugu poets like rikkan^ and 
other poets of Andhra region who enriched San^ r 1^terot^ic 
like Agastya, Gahgadhara and Visvanatha. Ganga Devi's 
Madhuravijaya is important both as a poem and as history, 
In this dissertation an att^ mpt is made to stuiy 
the versatility of Gahga Devi as a narrator of histor/, 
a notable Sanskrit poet and as a woman v/ith an apprici-
ative love for nature. These aspects are critically 
studied in the following chapters. 
The author is grateful to the Department of Sanskrit, 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh for encouraging her 
to undertake the present study. It wbuld have not been 
possible for the author to complete the present study 
without the able and scholarly guidance of Dr. S.R. ^arma. 
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C H A P T E R I 
WOMEN POETS IN ANDHRA 
Gahga Devi, the author of the Madhuravijaya, was 
perhaps the first major women poet in Sanskrit, haili .g 
from Andhra country. Before we discuss the life anw -•-'ork 
of Ganga Devi, it will be useful to discuss the status 
of women in Andhra. 
From the early history of Andhra we notice that 
women played a significant role in the society and enjoyed 
a superior status than in other parts of the country. 
I _ 
The Satavahanas are considered to be identical -jxth 
Andhras or Andhrabhrtyas, They ruled Deccan after the 
Mauryas from Pratisthana as their capital from about 
225 B.C. to 225 A.D. "^  
The names of Satavahana kings found in the insc riptions 
of Nasik and Naneghat show that they used to add their 
names after their mother's nam.es. It sh-ws the special 
position of the mother in the family. 
1, Khandavalli Laksmi Ranjanam, Andhrula Caritra oa. aiskr.ci, 
* * * 
(in Telugu), p. 107. 
For example, they had names l i k e Vas i s th ip i i t r a 
Pulumavi, Gautamiputr?i / a j n a s r i oa t aKarn i . 
Andhra v/omen came i n t o l i g h t from Hala .^atavcihunci' 3 
— ' _ 
time, Hala batav:ihana was the sevent«enth 1^  ii^ of 
Satavahana dyanasty, who flourished in the first century A.iJ, 
He is the compiler of the seven hundred Prakrit versi., 
known as Gathasaptasati. In this great work, Hala himself 
wrote some gathas, but there are stanzas by other pets 
also. Some of these poets are women. Firm evidence of 
women participating in the poetic comoosition is available 
from this time only. 
The names of the women poets whose beautiful stanras 
are included in the Gath"asaptasati are as follows: 
1. Anulacchi ( 3. Si8, 63, 74, 76.) 
2. Asuladdi ( 2, 77, 78.) 
3. Pahai ( 1. 86) 
4. Madhavi ( 1. 91) 
5. Peva ( 1. 90) 
6. Roha ( 2, 63) 
7. Vaddhavati ( 1, 70) 
— 2 
8. Sasippaha ( 4 . 4) 
/ _ / — 2 . See Bhat ta S r i Madhuranatha S a s t r i , ( ed ) , j a t h a s ^ p t a s a t i 
These eight women poets may have been Hala's 
contemporaries, or they may have flourished earlier. 
Vatsyana's Kamasutra was also written about this time. 
There it is said: " There is no doubt that there are 
many courtesans, princesses, daughters of ministers, v;hose 
intellect has been sharpened by the study of sastras." 
- _ I - / 
In his Kavyamimamsa, Rajasekhara modified the abov^ ; 
4 
sentence to include women poets also. 
After the Satavahanas, the Iksvaku dynasty ruled the 
Andhra region for a short time. The earliest oanskrir 
inscriptions were issued by these Iksv"akus. From the 
numerous inscriptions of this dynasty we learn that several 
royal ladies made donations and endowments for Buddhist 
institutions. 
3. Kamas"utra, I, 3. 12 : 
santy api khalu tsastrapr ^ hatabuddhayo ganik'a 
rajaputiryo mahamatra-duhitaras ca / 
- - / 
4. Kavyamimamsa, p. 53 : 
purusavat yosito 'pi kavibhaveyuh / samsk'aro hy atmani 
samavaiti, na strainam oaurusam va vibh'agam apekoate / 
sruyante driyante ca rajputryo maham'atraduhitaro 
• «^  
- _ / /_ / 
ganikah kautukibharyas ca sastrapranatabuddhyah kevayas a 
More important is the fact that women also bore 
official titles of their husbands. For example, bantamTil".' s 
sister Adavi Santisiri carried MahaiTavara Skandavisokhanaga 
• \ 
__ ;_ 
and became famous as Mah'atalavari Advi Santisiri. Thus 
the husband s official title MaHatalavara was addei to 
the wife's name as well. 
In later times also some Andhra woiaen became famous 
for their bravery* able administration and for their 
contribution to Sanskrit literature. 
Special mention must be made of Jueen Ru^rama Dovi 
( 125S - 1296 A.D.) who ruled the Kakatiya empire fiom 
Warangal. Telugu folk tradition sings of other political 
/ - --. _ 
leaders like Nagamma, Silamma and Mancala of Palanadu. 
After the tvjelfth century A.D., a different attitude 
of Andhra women can be seen. They became versatile 
scholars in all fields. They started to write beautiful 
Mahakavyas also. Especially under Vijayanagara empire, 
and Tanjor kingdoms, it was the golden age of women 
scholars and poets. 
Molla, Ganga Devi, Mohanangi, Tukka De'i, Tirumalamba, 
these five women poets were from Vijayanegara kinydtn. 
5. Khan avalli Laksmi Ranjanam, /-nJihrula Caritra -^, 'skrti, 
p. 76. 
It is significant to note thct in the rci'^ n of 
Ana vet's redd i and also of Anavemdreddi, a poet alT-r-svati 
was the writer of Sanskrit inscriptions (A,D. 13'&). 
VannelHkanti Hanuniamba lived at Nellore. ohe woi. 
a desciple of Brahmanandasarasvati. In praise of her guru 
she wrote Brahm'anandasarasvatisvami-p'aduk'at-yuJQna. tier 
other v.'orks are Dattatreya-g i La~kadaTiba and :L.ank3ra-
bhaqavatpadasahasranamavali» 
Sarada Devi via praised by the great poet Dindama 
Arunagirinatha. SBC But no work by her is availaole tod:,y. 
Srirangabhyudaya-caip.pu was said to have oe. ^n itten 
by Triveni. However, ^nly one coiophon stanza is jvailable 
today, and her time and place are not known. 
During the Vijayanagara period Sanskrit literctare 
reached its heights with the immense encourag> ment of the 
kings. 
It is significant to note that th>? . irst effort m 
the field of historical poems were m'lde by women oo--Lb. 
In that fi ^ Id Gang's Devi and rirumal^mb'a of Vijayzn.'jara, 
Ramabhadra-nbl and 'adhurav'ani from Tanjor nade theit mark. 
6. CASL, p. 61. 
7. Ibid.", p. 152. 
Gahga Devi, the consort of Kampana II, son of Bukka I, 
wrote the historical poem Madhur"avijaya or Virakarnpdr~y^ 
carita describing the conquest of i^ ladhura (Madurai) by 
her husbanl. 
Tirumalamba, wife of Acyutar'aya of the sixtr^ nth 
Century wrote the Varad'ambik'aparinaya-campu, jescrioinj 
her husband's marriage with quec-n Vara .a nbika. It i^ a 
pleasant composition in prose and verse. 
According to M. Krishnamachariar, Acyutara'ya bel.^nys 
to Tuluva dynasty of Vijayanagara and he ascended the throne 
in 1530 A.D. 
The Tanjor rulers encouraged poets and scholars. 
Among those rulers, the third king of the Nayaka dynasty, 
Raghun'itha, was a great and famous king. :;e prcaioted 
scholarship and fine arts in bis kingdom. 
Like Krsnadevaraya's court during Vijayanagara r<^ign, 
• • • 
Raghunatha' s court was a centre for scholars, especiall,-
for women. Many learned courtesans flourished during 
this time. 
Ramabhadr'amba was one of those great courtesans of 
Raghunatha. Like Ganga Devi and Tirumalaniba", she al y 
8. HCbL, p. 220. 
wrote a historical kavya Raghunathabhyudaya, 'lescribirvj 
the heroic deeds of her lover. -he wrote this k'avy.a in 
twelve sargas and in ninehundred slokas. She cescribod 
the life of Raghunatha very romantically and beautifuliy. 
ihe belonjs to the seventt-enth century. ''. /rishncr J nariar 
9 
considered her as Raghunatha's queen." 
Another precious gem of Raghunathd's court VMS 
t-iadhurav'ini. King Raghunatha ' s And h r a - r"am"a y a n a was *, dn-,-
lated by Madhurav"ani into oanskrit. In one of the Llokis, 
she states that she belongs to a brahmin ind scholarly 
family. 
viyanvavayi nihitavatara 
susiksita sa vidusatvayaiva / 
vidy'a pariksa-samaye visesat 
prakeisamanapratibh'anubh'ava // 
In the colophon stineas she 3t:ites that she not only 
wrote the Ramayanasarak'avya but also Kum'arasambhava and 
Nalsadha. 
Only fifteenhundred slokas of her R"am"ayanas"arakivva 
(upto Sundarak'anda) are available in Bangalore Veda 
Vedanga f-'andir Li'^rary. 
9. HCL:L, p. 230. 
10. Utukuri Laksmifiantamma, Andhra Kavavitrulu (in Ti luau) , 
, , * 
p. 44. 
In the Na^yaka .iyanasty, Vijayaramanayaka v;as the last 
king (1633-1674 A.D.). He was also a great patron of 
learning and arts. Many wonen poets flourishec during 
his time. Among those Krsn'ajamma and Rang'ajamma > ere 
• • • 
said to be great poets and famous courtesans. K^ sn^ janrria's 
• • • 
writings are not available now. 
i^ang^jamma wrote many kavyas in Telugu. In , r 
Usaparinayaprabandha she descrioes herself oS Vi ^ if'^  
of Vijayaraghava Nayaka. Her works in Telugu are: 
1. Ramayanakathasanqraha^ 
2 . Bhlra takath 'asangraha, 
3 . dh'agavatakath'asanqraha, 
4 . Mannarudasavilasa (Drama), 
5 . Mannarudasavilasa (Yaksgana) , 
6 . Usaparinayaprabhandha. 
She could co'>pose poems in eight languages like 
Sanskrit, Prakrit, Tamil, etc. 
She is more a ivanced than her pred-^cossors in 
introducing herself in her works. uhe gave all Jetails 
about herself in her works. Her guru ivas Cangalvukala 
kavi. 
11. G. i>lQgaYya, Telugu ^a-dtya ^aniksa, (j; Jt lucju) , p. 40^. 
In her Mannarudasaprabhandha, she mentions somp' 
other women poets,of Vijayaraghava's court. They are 
Kast'uramma, Ambujavalli, Sasirekhamma, Mohanamurtamma 
and Krsnajamraa. 
Cengalvakala kavi praised Cendrrekha and Krsnajamma 
in his Rajagop'alavilasa. Cendrarekha was an expert in 
extempore poetry (asukavita"). Both of them were experts 
in samasyapvlranas, which were held in Vijayar"aghava's 
court. They were regular participants of every literary 
function. 
Muddupalani belongs to the eighteenth century. She 
wrote a romantic k'avya in Telugu Radhik^sv'antanQ. It is 
^ mixture of prose and poetry and is dedicated to 
Balakrsna. Social life, romantic feelings etc. are 
• • • 
reflected in her writings. She is praised by later poets 
as one of the best women poets of Andhra literature. 
She was patronised by the Tanjor Maii'rastra king 
Pratapa Simhendramauli (1736-1763 A.D.). fier teacher 
was Tiru-nala Viraraghava. 
These are some of the well knov poetc of Sanskrit 
and Telugu literature from .-.ndhra Desa. Unknown gems 
also might be there in the history of Andhra. A 
continuous research is need' d to find out those scholars. 
12. G. Nagayya, Telugu Sahltya Samlksa, p, 406, 
10 
It is significant to note that, since a long time , .'.ndhra 
contrubuted to Sanskrit literature by pr-^ ducing various 
men women scholars and poets. 
Of all the women poets, Ganga Devi occupies an 
important position. Her Madhur^vijaya is not only the 
first major poem by an Andhra v/oman, it is also one of 
the finest historical poems. 
11 
C H A P T E R II 
GANGA DEVI, HER LIFE AND"TIMS 
Ganga Devi is the first woman to write a historical 
poem in Sanskrit called Madhuravijaya. It is also known 
as Virakamparaya'-carita. As the two titles suggest, the 
poem deals with the life of prince Kampana and his 
conquest of Madurai. 
Ganga Devi does not give any information about 
herself. At one place she just introdi^ ::ps herself as 
Kampana's wife. Kampana was the son of King Bukka, one 
of the founders of the famous Vijayanagara kingdom. 
Kampana played a major role in the expansion of 
this kingdom in the south upto Rameswaram. Under his able 
captainship, the Vijayanagara forces defeated the Muslim 
army in a fearsome battle at Madurai. By killing the 
Sultan of Madurai, Kampana conquered the entire South 
India and brought it under the supr^zmacy of the Vijaya-
nagara kin.dora. 
1. MV, VII. 39: 
atha kampanrpo 'pi krty^vit krtasandhyasa-nayocitakriyah / 
avadat savidhe sthitam priyam bhuvi gangety abninanditahvaya-n 
Her name may have occured also in III. 16, but the lost 
two lines of this stensa are missing. 
12 
In order'to appreciate the significance of th-. 
conquest of i'iac3urai by Kampana, it is necessary here to 
briefly describe the foundation of the Vijayanagara 
kingdom. 
At the end of the thirteenth century, the Muslim 
Sultans of Delhi began to extend their kingdom southwards 
into Deccan, In 1293 A.D. Alauddin Khaiji, nephew of the 
Sultan of Delhi, captured Devagiri. In 1309 A.D. his 
T 
general, Malik Kafur defeated Prataparudradeva, the 
kakatiya king of "Warangal and extracted anual tribute 
from him. He also captured Hoyasal Ballala's capital 
2 Dvarasamudra. He octupied Mabar coast also. 
When Prataparudra stopped paying the tribute after 
the fall of the KhalJi dynasty, Ghiyasudciin Tughluq 
sent an expedition against him in 1323 A.D. Prataparudra 
was taken captive and is said to have committed suicide 
while he was being taken to D Ihi. Thus ended the 
powerful kakatiya empire in about 1323 A.D. 
In the same year, Ghiyasu iin's armies succeeded in 
establishing a viceroyalty of the Delhi empire in the 
distant riadurai. But after ten years, taking advantage 
2, Sewelt, A forgotten c^ npire, p. 24. 
13 
Of the distance from D^lhi, Jalaluddin Ahsan shah >ut 
an end to the viceroyalty of Delhi, and became the 
independent ruler of iMadurai. Thus an independent 
Sultanate was established in Madurai in about 13 33 . .D. 
To Defend South India against the Muslim onslaught, 
a small Hindu State vgras established around 1336 A.D. by 
two brothers called Harihara and Bukka. They v/ere 
previously in the service of the kakatiya ruler pratapa-
madra as treasurers. 
After the fall of the kakatiya kingdom Lhey moved 
southwards, and established a kingdom with the capital 
at Vijayanagara, which they built on the banks of the 
river Tuhgabhadra. There is a great deal of controversy 
about the early life of Harihara and Bukka, and about 
the foundation of the Vijayanagara i;ingdom. This contro-
versy will be discussed in the following chapter. Buc 
this much is certain that Harihara proclaimed himself 
the king in about 1336 A.D. and that Bukka was made 
co-regent. 
Harihara died without any children and succeeded 
by his brothei Bukka in 1356 A.D. 
3. s, Tiruvenkatachari, Introduction to MV, pp. 40-41 
4. HCIP, Vol. VI, p. 270. 
14 
Started as a small kingdom, Vijayanagara became a 
mighty empire within a short time under the able admini-
stration of Bukka, He appointed his sons as governcjrs 
of various provinces. 
Of all the sons, Kampana, born from queen Deviyi, 
played a decisive role in the expansion of the kin idom 
southwards by conquering Kanchi and Madurai. 
The conquest of Madurai sultanate was of crucial 
importance in the consolidation of the Vijayanagara 
kingdom. The Sultan's rule was oppressive,; Hindu 
subjects were cruelly persecuted and their temples were 
closed down. By removing the Sultan, Kampana not only 
brought the enti'e south India under vijayanagara king-
dom but also earned the gratitude of tbe people. 
This great historical event is the main theme of 
Ganga Devi's historical poem Madhura'vi j ay a. It is likely 
that Ganga Devi accomponied her husband in his campaigns 
against Kanchi and Madurai. Therefore, her accounts 
carry greater authenticity than the descriptions available 
in other historical poems of this nature. 
At the begininq of the poem, Ganga Devi pays tributes 
to twelve great poets, stsr'ing from VaWniki. C'f these, 
the ^nention of the last four poets throw consiieraule 
light on Ganga Devi's life. These Lour poets ar-^ . Tikkana, 
Agastya, Gangadhara and Visvanatha. 
15 
Tikkana, who lived in the thirteenth century, is 
renowned for his Telugu translation of the Mahabharata. 
In the eleventh century Nannaya Bhatta had translate^, 
the first three parvans into Telugu. Tikkana completed 
the task by rendering the remaining fifteen parvans. 
By praising Tikkana's poetic diction, Ganga Devi pr'^-'^os 
5 
herself to be a Telugu-speaking lady. 
The last three poets eulogised by Ganga Devi, are 
her contemporaries, and are associated v;ith Prataparudra's 
court at /^ arangal, 
Ganga Devi re:ers to Agastya as the author of 
seventyfour kavyas. Some scholars are of the viev/ that 
Agastya had'the title Vidyanatha, under which he wrote 
the Prataparudrayasobhusana in honour of his patron 
« 
^ 7 
Prataparudra. 
5. MV, I. 14 : 
tikkayasya kaveh suktih kautnudiva kalanidheh / 
satrsnaih kavibhih svairam cakorair iva sevyate // 
• • • » I 
6. MV, I. 14 : 
catussaptati kavyoktivyaktavaidusyasampade / 
aaastyaya jagat asmin sprhayet kona kovidah // 
7. HC3L, p. 214. 
16 
Gangadhara, whom Ganga Devi refers to as the second 
_ _ _ 8 
Vyasa, because he dramatised the story of the MahabharatQ» 
9 
was the husband of Agastya's sister. 
* - . < - -
Finally, Visvanatha who is Ganga Devi's own ^ juru 
and for whom she v.'ished a long life " was Gahgadhara's 
son and Agastya's nephew. Visvanatha is the authour of 
a drama Saugandhikaharana, which was enacted for the first 
11 time at the court of Pratlparudra, 
The fact that GahgS" Devi was a pupil of Visvanatha, 
and that Visvanatha as also Gahgadhara and .-.gastya belonged 
to the court of Prataparudra at .'/arangal, suggests that 
Ganga Devi .-nust be a princes of the kakatiya royal family. 
8. MV, I. 15 : 
stumas tarn aparam vyasam gangadhara maha" tevi,-n / 
-. • 
- * • _ ' — • " - / 
natakchadmana drstam yas cakre bharatim katharn// 
9. CASL, p. 44. HCSL, p. 652 wrongly states thaf'Gangadhara 
was the son of Agastya's sister." 
10. MV, I. 16 : 
ciram sa vijayi bhuyat visvanathah kavisvarah/ 
^ _ / . , , 
yasya prasadat sarvajnyam samindhe madrases api // 
11. Saugandhik'aharana, p. i-Z • 
---rajna prataparudiena sambhavitaiaasesa-vidyavisesa-
« * » 
sarasarvajnadhaureyaniatibhih sabh'asadbhir "ahu.a 
— ^ _ 
sabahumanam adisto ' 4smi visvanatha iti 
khyatah kavir astu yaduktayah // 
17 
Bukka and Harihara, the founders of the Vijayanagara 
kingdom were at first the treasurers of Prat"aparu'-'ra. 
Therefore, it is quite possible that Bukka chose a princess 
of the Kakatiya family as his daughter-in-law. 
Inscriptional recorus mentioning Kampana cease 
after 1374 A.D., but those referring to his fath-r Bukka 
continue upto 1377 A.D. Therefore, scholars assume th^t 
Kampana died prematurely in 1374 A.D. and Bukka was 
succeeded by another son Harihara II in 1377 A.D. 
12 Historians place Kampana's conquest of Madurai in 1?71 A.D. 
Therefore, the Madhur'avijaya must have been compose .i 
between the years 1371 A.D. and 1374 A.D. 
The Ijfladhur^ vi j ay a is the only available work v;ritien 
by Gahga Devi. v^e do not know jf she vorote any otlior 
v;ork. Unfortunately, even the Mact hu ra vi j ay a is not 
completely available. There is only one manust^ript of 
this poem, which was rliscoverc-- by accident adnist a heap 
of wornout palm leaf manuscripts, in the ^.anskrit i^nnuscrint 
Library, Trivandra. . The manuscript as diccover d v;as 
incomplete with ten leaves .lissing in the middle and 
many slokas are incomplete in the available oorLion. 
Nearly seventy slokas are nissinq in the poem. 
12. HCIP, Vol. VI. pp. 279-280. 
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The first eight sargas are numbered consecutiveiy. 
After the gap of ten leaves, comes the cone lucij-ny >^ iryd 
which is not nuiberod. Therefore, it is difficult to 
13 
say whether it is the ninth or tenth sarga. 
The Madhuravi I'aya v/as published for the first time 
in 1916 by U. Harihara Sastri ami V. 3rinivas .astri, 
with an introductior; by T.A. Gopinatha Rao. In 1957 this 
poem was publishej again v.dth an i^^ nglish tr-nslation by 
3. Thiruvenkachari from Annamalai University, /^ nna-nal ainiyar, 
In 1969 this poem was published by Potukuchi oubrah.nrnya 
Sasrri with an elaborate and learned comentary in ^anskrit, 
Subrahmanya Sastri also attempted to fill the gaps 
metrically in the incomplete stanzas. 
Kvea in this inco.uplete state, the Ma ''huravi i 'ya 
shines forth as a beautiful poem and as a hisLoricsI 
document of great authenticity. In the follov/ing 
chapters we shall evaluate this text from the viev;-' oint 
of history and that of poetry. 
13. Potukucchi Subrahmanya ^astri's d:tion rreats it 
as the nin th sarga, we shall follow this practice. 
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C H A P T :E R III 
HI3T0RCITY OF iMADHUR^VIJAYA 
1. jpoundation of Vijayanagara Empire 
In her historical poem Madhuravijaya^ Gahga Devi 
does not give any information about the foundation of 
Vijayanagara kingdom. Aft^ r^ the invocation of various 
gods, tributes to the great poets of the past and so on, 
Gahga Devi commences the poem with a conventional discrip-
tion of king Bukka, the younger brother of Harihara. 
But the description of the king and of thp- capital city 
and its people show that the kingdom of Vijayanagara was 
well-establi. hed when Gahga De.i v/rote this poem. 
The poet describes her father-in-lav; as a great 
king with many vassals obeying his command. Her main 
2 
purpose xn describing the greatness of Bukka at length 
is to create the necessary background for the exploits 
of Bukka's son Kampana, who is the hero of the poem. 
1. MV, I. 26 : 
asit samasta-samanta-mastak-nyasta-sasonah 
— — _ ^ 
bukkaraja iti khyato rcTja hariharnujah // 
2. MV, I. 26-42. 
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Later on we get the infoirmation of two historical inci-
dents, Karapana's campaign to Kanchi and his campaign to 
Madurai, 
The two brothers Harihara and Bukka are said to ue 
the founders of the Vijayanagara Hinjdom, However, several 
theories are prevalent about their past history, and ^Dout 
how they found a new kingdom. 
In his famous book, A Forgotten Empire-Vijayanagara, 
Robert Sewell presents various theories about the foun'.a-
tion of this kingdom. The first theory occurs in the 
chronicle of Portuguse traveller FernaAoNuniz who visited 
India in the first half of sixteenth century. 
According tq him, iMuhammad Tughluq, Sultan of De] i, 
invaded Deccan around 1336 A.D, After capturing the 
fortress of Anegundi on the banks of Tungabhadra, 
he appointed Harihara v/ho was previously a minister there, 
as the chief of the state. This Harihara founded the city 
of Vijayanagara on the southern bank of Tungabhadra opposite 
Anegundi. He was helped by the great religious teacher 
Madhava in the founding of the city. After the death of 
Harihara his younger brother Bukka became the king and 
ruled the state nearly thirtyseven years. Bukka's son 
3 
Harihara IT became the king after him. 
3, Sewell, A Forgotten Empire-Vijayanagara, p. 6. 
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Another version is as Xollows: In 1323 A.D. the 
kingdom of Warangal was destroyed by the Muslim invaders. 
At that time Bukka and Harihara were in the service of 
the ksTkatlya king. After the defeat of the kakatiya ';ing 
they escaped to the hill fort Anegundi. MSdhava or 
Madhava*carya Vidylranya accompanied them. They founded 
4 
the Vijayanagara city and ruled there. 
« 
According to a third theory, the two brothers verp 
officers in the court of the Muslim governor of vVarangal. 
Under Malik Kafur's command in 1310 A.D., these tv.-o brothers 
fought against Hoyasa Ballala near Dvarasamudra. They 
suffered defeat and ran away to the mountains of Anegundi. 
Here they met Madhava and founded the kingdom v/ith his help. 
Another story tells that the sage Madhava discovered 
a hidden treasure. //ith that he himself established the 
city and ruled. He left the kingdom to a Kuruba family 
after his death. The Kuruba family then established the 
first regular dynasty. 
Another account about the foundation of Vijayandjara 
kingdom is as follov/s: Harihara and Bukka, tv;o Hin iu 
4. Sewell, A Forgotten £mpire-Vljayanagara, p. 20. 
5. Ibid, pp. 20-21. 
6. Ibid, p, 21, 
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brothers from Kurba caste, served as treasurers of the 
Kakatiya king at Warangal. After the destruction of 
Kakatlya kingdom in 1323 A.D. by the Muslims, they took 
service as minister and treasurer under the king of Ancgundi 
Later the king was defeated by the Sultan of Delhi, 
who left Malik Kafur to rule the kingdom. Since the people 
were hostile to him, he finally surrendered the kin do;,; 
w 7 
to Harihara and Bukka. 
It is difficult to decide which of these versions 
is nearer to the truth. But this much is certain: 
Harihara and Bukka were at first connected with the 
Kakatiya kingdom at Warangal and after its fall, set up 
an indefiendent kingdom at Hampi. 
According to popular tradition, inadhava Vidyarany.t 
inspired them to set up an lindependent kingdom tor the 
protection of Hindu religion. Today historians do not 
share this view. In this they are indirectly supported 
by Ganga Devi. She makes no mention of Vidyaranya any 
where in her poem. 
After saluting the gods in the first three st:nz3s, 
she pays homage to Kriyasakti-guru. He must be the royal 
7, Sewell, A Forgotten E'npire-Vijayanagara, p. 22, 
V 
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preceptor of Vijayanagara kings, because Gahga Devi men-
tions him even before mentioning Valmiki and Vyasa. ^ne 
compares him to Siva. 
At the begining of Vijayanagara kingdom, a high 
priest of the Srikanthagama sect called Kriyasakti most 
probably became the Kulaguru of Vijayanagara kings. 
History and inscriptions tell that the early kings of 
Vijayanagara were all followers of Saivagama sect. 
Therefore, it is natural that Kriyasakti became the first 
Kulaguru of Vijayanagara kings. In a Mysore inscription 
Harihara II acknowledges Kriyasakti as their Kulaguru. 
Nearly forty years after the foundation of the kingdom , 
Vidyaranya became prominent through the help of Kriyasakti. 
2. Vijayanagara: the Capital City 
There is controversy regarding the name of the capital 
city of this kingdom. Some scholars think th.it the city 
was orginally called Vidyanagara because sage Vidyaranya 
helped in its foundation. Later it changed into Vijayanagara. 
8. MV, I. 4; 
asadharana-sarvajnyam vila^at-sarvamangalom / 
kriyasaktigurum vande trilocanam ivaparam // 
9. MV-T, Introduction, p. 3. 
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Ganga Devi never mentions the name Vidyanagara. i>hc 
lo, 
always calls it Vijaya, meaning victory. ohe compares 
i t to Ind ra ' s Amaravati. At one place/ the poet mentions 
it as Vijayapura. 
The poet gives a beautiful and detailed description 
of the capital city Vijayapura. In the first canto, she 
describes the city's moat/ boundry walls/ high tovers, 
pleasure-gardens, pleasure-hillocks, lakes, palaces, 
beautiful v/omen, scholars and vitas, 
« 
Scholars(budha) praise this city just as gous(buJha) 
praise Indra's Amaravati. The river Tungabhadra en-
12 
circled the city as a difficult moat for enemies. 
The city was surrounded on all sides by a strong 
13 
wall like a circular mountain. ~ There were pleasure 
groves full of blossoning carppaka, asoka, nagakesara, 
and kesara trees. There were artificial mountains '..'here 
14 
musk deeC^ rested under the shade of the camphor plants. 
10. MV; I. 43; see also the "Nallur Grant of Harihara II," 
Epiqraphia Indica, 111(1894-95), p. 122, line S4. 
11. MV, I. 75. 
12. MV, I. 43: 
tasyasit vijaya nama vijayarjitasampadah / 
rajadhani budhaih slaghya sakrasyevamaravati // 
13. Ibid, I. 45. 
14. Ibid, I. 47-48. 
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The city had beautiful lakes with ge.n-set steps. 
Those lakes were always made fragrant by the smell of 
lotuses and always inhabited by beautiful sv.'ans. The 
capital had high white palaces. They were so high th .t 
the disc of the sun looked as if it was a golden jar 
attached to the top of the palaces. The palacet were 
so high that at night young maidens playing ball game 
on the terrace, mistake the moon for their ball of 
pearls. The city had many spacious wells. The steps 
of those wells were decorated v-/ith gems. .-jecauhe of the 
lustre of the gefns which drove away the darkness at nights, 
the cakravaka birds were not seperated from one anothor 
17 during the night tirr,'-, 
Vijayanagara is built next to an old toiNTi called 
Pampa or Hampi. A temple of Siva known as Virupaksa 
is situated there. Virupaksa is the family deity of the 
kings of Vijayanagara. In fact several kings signed che 
inscriptions nbt with their real names but with the name 
of Virupaksa. As Vijayanagara expanded, Pi.ipa becaiiie 
its suburb(sakhanagari) . Gania Devi says r^ -siding here 
happily, Virupaksa forgot his or^jnal abode ^ilaka."" 
15. y.V, I. 49. 
16. Ibid, I. 55-56, 
17. Ibid, I. 60. _ _ k «, / 
18. Ibid, 1. 66: yacchakhanagarim pampam anedan.in^ .'icritam / 
aditisthan virTJp'akso nc smaraty aljkdpuri ,i /, 
See also the "uallur Jrant of ti.rihar II", ij.pigr'iphia-
Indiaa. 111(1894-95). D. 1/2- lines 53-55. 
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This description of the capital city of Vijayanagara 
in the fourteenth century by the poet appears more real-
istic when we compare it with the accounts of foreign 
travellers, the Portuguese horse trader Domingo Paes visited 
Vijayanagara around 1520 A.D. His accounts are nearer to 
Gahga Devi's description. 
Domingo Paes says that he saw the city from the top 
of a nearby hill. The city looked as large as Rome. It 
was very beautiful with-many groves of trees in it. All 
houses were surrounded by gardens. The places have their 
own lakes. 
Close to the Kings's palace there was a palm-grove, 
with many other rich fruit trees such as mango, areca, 
lime, and orange. These fruit trees were so close th it ' 
19 it looked like a forest. 
Paes praises the city as the best provided city in 
the world. Describing the houses and the palaces, he 
says that those houses are so white and clean that he 
could not see better houses in any country. He also 
praises the Erahmanas and their beautiful v,'ives. Ganca 
- 9 1 
Devi also says that the women of Vijtya are beautiful.' 
19.Sewell, A Forgotten empire-Vijayanagara, pp. ?47-? 1 . 
20. Ibid, pp. 248-249; also Mv/, I. 50. 
21. Ibid, p. 238; see also i4V, I. 52, 61, 63-65. 
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- Paes gave a very detailed description of the Virupaksa 
temple. He also gave a very interesting account of the 
strong circular wall and about the Tungabhadra river. 
The detailed account by Paes proves that Ganga D° -i 
did not exaggerate when she described the prosperit JI 
the city. According to the inscriptions, this city was 
founded In 1336 A.D,, and by the time Gahga ijevi wrote 
her poem around 1374 A.D., it was a large and prosperous 
city. 
3. Bukka's Rule 
Gang5 Devi described her father-in-law as th-j ^ 'oui jer 
brother of Harihara I, implying thereby that he succeeded 
Harihara as the king. He was a great warrior and a great 
protecter of dharma. She says that the tree of dharmi, 
which became dry through the unbearable heat of this 
iCaliyuga, turned green again by the water pcured out 
when making religious gifts (danarnbuseka) . 
22. Sewell, A Forgotten ETipire-Vijayonagara, pp. 252, '77. 
23. MV, I. 37. 
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He had all the qualities of a good ruler. lie vsas 
the first among the rulers like Sesa among snakes, ili aalaya 
24 
among mountains and like Visnu araong -jods. 
Through his peaceful and prosperous rule, odles. 
Laksmi forgot her husband. Kubera and Indra look in-
significant in front of his prosperity. His subject.? 
imagined that Manu himself was reborn as Bukkaraja. M> 
ruled his kingdom from Vijaya like Indra from /unaravat i, 
He was a great devotee of Lord Siva. His rule 
extended from Vindhya in the north to Malaya in the 
south, from Astadri in the west to Rohana mountain 
• 4.U ^ 25 
m the east. 
N, Venka^ramanayya states that, " Bukka was one of 
the greatest monarchs of the age, and was the real archi-
tect of the Vijayanagara empire. He was a great soldier 
and achieved conspicious success on the field of battle, 
specially against the Muslims. In an age marked by 
religious bigotry and fanaticism, special reference must 
be made to the policy of tolerance adapted by Bukka i 
in dealing with the religious sects in his kingdom. "'^  ^  
^24. MV, I. 27. 
25. I id, I. 71: 
a vindhyad a malayad astadrer a cS rohan'ai / 
- _ - SJtV 
prakampitahitapranam pranamsimua: amum nrpah // 
26. HCIP, Vol. Vi, p. 280. 
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4, BuKka's Children 
Kampana or Vira Kampana, the hero of the Madhuravijaya, 
was the eldest son of Bukka. Gahga Devi mentioned two 
other sons of Bukka. They were Kampana and Sangama, These 
three were born to queen Devayi just as moon, parij'ata 
_ 27 
and cintamani sprang forth from the milky ocean. 
I 
With his three sons the king shone like Lord Siva 
with his three eyes. They were just like three unfailing 
aspects of the statemanship, namely power(prabhava), 
daring(utsaha) and counsel(mantra) or life's three ends, 
28 
viz virtue (dharrna), wealth (artha) and enjoyment (kama) . 
After the second canto, the poet did not give any 
further information about the two brothers of Kampana. 
However, from the inscriptions, we learn that Bukka had 
sons other than those three. 
According to N. Venkataramanayya, Bukka appointed 
his sons as the governors of different provinces and made 
them responsible for the maintenance of the royal authority. 
Bhaskarabhavadura became the governor of Udayagiri, Kumara 
Kampana(hero of the Madhuravijaya) of Mulbagal and Padaividu, 
Vir^pana at first of Penugonda and later of Araga and 
29 Chikka-Kampana, Mallapa and Harihara of Hoyasala teritories. 
27. MV, II. 40. 
28. Ibid, II. 42. 
29. HCIP, Vol. Vi, p, 277. 
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Gahga Devi does ijot mention these brothers because 
her whole poem was concentrated on the heroic deeds of 
Kampana. In the second canto, the poet describes each 
and every small action of the hero until he v/as tree 
years old. In the third canto she describes his tducation. 
He became proficient in all the arts and sciences v;ithout 
any extra help. 
Bukka himself trained him in military science, ne 
became a skilled master not only in using bow and arrow 
30 
and sword but also m the use of miraculous weapons. 
His physical beauty and qualities are elso descrjbed 
vividly. All his bodily signs foretell that in future 
he would become a great ruler of Vijayanagara kingdom. 
When he reached adulthood, Bukka got him married to 
several princesses. Of these one princess was particularly 
dear to nim just as Saci was dear to Indra, Rama to Visnu 
and Sati to 3iva. Unfortunately this stanza(III. 18) 
is incomplete: 
saciva sakrasya rameva sanginah 
sativa sambhoh.., 
It is possible that the missing portion contains the name 
of Ganga Devi herself. 
30. MV, III. 2. 
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After his marriage he enjoyed his life with his 
beautiful wives for sometimte. Then one day, Bukka 
instructed him in a significant speech to destroy 
Camparaya of Kanchi as a first step to his conquest of 
31 Madurai from the Sultan. 
To encourage him for this historical event, Bukka 
took off his valuable ornaments from his body and deco-
32 
rated his son. It shows that Kampana will be the heir-
apparent of Bukka. Not only this, Kampana ordered his 
generals to get the army ready for the conquest of Kanchi 
and Madurai. 
His throbing right hand foretold the forthcoming 
victory in the battlefield. Brahmins chanted the Atharva 
veda for his victory and gave b&«ssings to him. This 
also shows that he was the eldest among other sons of 
Bukka. 
Though G^nga Devi does not mention it, there is the 
evidence of inscriptions to say that Kampana was a 
provincial governor of different parts of south India 
from 1352 to 1374 A,D, The first inscription shows that 
31. MV, III. 21-43. 
32. Ibid, III. 45. 
32 
Kampana was ruling in North Arcot district on 
33 24-9-1352 A.D. Accordingly another inscription proves 
that Kampana was ruling over eastren Mysore from his 
capital at Mulbagal in 1361-62 A.d, In Madhuravijaya, 
- - 3 4 
Ganga Devi mentions this Mulbagal as Kantakananapattana. 
Thus when Kampana set out to conquer Kanchi and 
Madurai, he was already a governor of a large tract of 
land in Karnataka. 
5. Campaign to Kanchi 
After giving a discourse on rajaniti to his son 
Kampana, king Bukka ordered him to march forward to 
Tundiramandala or Tondaimandalam and defeat Campa etc., 
• • • " ' • • 
• ^ 35 
who are preparing for war. 
The king gave this advice because for the conquest 
on Madurai it will be the first step to defeair Camparaya. 
To go to Madurai, they must go through Tondaimandalam 
only. At that time Camparaya or Sambuvaraya was ruling 
the Tondaimandalam from his caoital Kanchi. He established 
a strong kingdom in Tamil country, between Vijayanagara 
kingdom and Madurai Sultanate, In Bukka's opinion, the 
33. Robert Sewell, Historical Inscriptions of S-uthern India, 
p, 192, 
34. MV, IV. 47. 
35. Ibid, IV. 67. 
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destruction of Camparaya's rule in Tondaimandalam must 
be considered as a prelude to the invasion of Madurai. 
In the fourth canto, the poet gaVe a detailed descrip-
tion of the war against Camparaya, the then ruler of the 
Tundiramandala, This Tundiramandala encompassed the entire 
districts of North Arcot, Chengalput and a part of South 
Arcot, 
Kampana started his victorious campaign at an auspi-
cious hour v/ith the blessings of the brahmins. The Cola, 
Kerala, and Pandya kings accompanied him. The mighty 
forces of elphants, horses, and the infantry followed 
prince Kamapana, 
After crossing the Karnata country in five or six 
days, Kampana reached Kantakananapattana with his forces 
and camped there, for some time. Then he marched forward 
and halted at Virincinagara, This Virincinagara was 
situated eight miles west of Vellor. Dugdhavahini 
(river Paleru) is flowing on its side. Kampana stayed 
with his armies and prepared v/ell for the battle against 
the Tamil king, Kampana started to attack the town of 
Tamil king. The Karnataka and Tamil forces fought very 
bravely in the battle, where the Karnataka forces defeated 
the Tamil army. Camparaya left the city of Kanchi and 
took refuge in his fortress Rajagambhira. 
34 
After this first victory over the enemy, Kampana 
occupied the city of Kanchi, Kampana stayed there for 
sometime for preparation of their final attack on Caaiparaya, 
The Karnata forces attacked the hill fort ot Raja-
gambhira of Campar'aya. Kampana*s army succeeded in climoing 
up the hill fort and blocked-completely all the exits 
of the fort. 
At last, king Campa came out of his palace. Kampana 
and Campa fought a duel with sv.'ords. Kampana cut off the 
head of Camparaya, By killing the Dravida king Kampana 
fulfilled his father's desire. He ruled from Kanchi as 
his second capital. 
Here Ganga Devi gave an interesting description o 
the battle, fought ona hill fort, and the methods adopted 
for occup/ing the enemy forts. The poet mentioned Kampan^'s 
three-fold army consisting of elphantry, cavalary and 
infantry. In those times, to prevent the climbing of the 
fort walls by the enemy forces, the defending army used 
37 to throw large stones by means of catapults. To make 
the enemy suffer, they used to block all the exits ani 
set fire to the houses with missiles. 
35, MV, IV. 74, 76. 
37, Ibid, IV. 72: 
agre nipetur nrpater gravano yantrac-icyutah/ 
durgenataradanartham dutas sampresita iva// 
35 
The forces used to climb the mountain walls by 
38 
means of rows of lances planted as ladders. Duel 
sword fighting was common in those days. 
The conquest of Kanchi and the incorporation of 
Tamil country into the kingdom ot Vijayanagara must 
have taken place in 1361 A.D, By 1364 A.D, Kampana w=is 
in full control of the Tamil country. Several int.crip-
tions state that he reinstated worship in Rajasimhesvara 
< 39 
temple of Kanchi and restored its lands, 
6, Campaign to Madurai 
After the conquest of Kanchi, Kampana established 
a powerful rule there. Here Gahga Devi mentions Kancni 
as Marakatamahapura. In the fifth and sixth and seventh 
cantos the poet described the private life of Kampana, 
It shows that his rule was popular, peaceful and prosperous 
and that his subjects thought that he was another incarna-
tion of Lord Visnu. 
When he started his campaign against Maflurai he got 
the fullest support of the people of Tamil Country. It 
took nearly ten years for the preparation of the attack 
on Madurai, 
38. MV, 74; 
v inyas ta -kuntan is ren i - s ren ibhi r virapungcivai>i / 
"akr'antasalasrng'agrair aruhyata mahidharah / / 
39, RobertSewell, The His to r ica l Insc r ip t ions of-
Southern India, p , 196, 
36 
To justify the invasion of Madurai, Ganga Devi 
introduces a dream motif in the eighth canto. One night 
when Kampana was asleep, a mysterious lady appeared in 
front of him and tells him the miseries she faced under 
the Muslim rule. This lady was Madurai herself. Through 
this lady's mouth, Gahga Devi skilfully presents the real 
and miserable conditions of the south Indian people who 
were oppressed by the cruel Muslim rulers. This canto 
has historical significance because of the information 
given by the poet. She describes the pitiable condition 
of the famous temples at Chidambaram(called Vyaghrapuri) 
and Srirangapattanam. Along with temples, brahmins .^ ere 
also oppressed greatly. After describing all the miseries, 
Madhura Devi, the presiding deity of Madurai presented 
a mighty sword to Kampana in order to destroy the Sultan 
of Madurai and protect dharma. After presenting the sword, 
the lady disappears. 
After the eighth canto, some ten leaves are missing 
in the manuscript. In the available portion of the poenn 
very little historical information is given by Gahga Devi. 
when and from where Kampana started his campaign and how 
much time he spent to reach Madurai, these informations 
are not available in this poem. 
The last canto starts with the battle scene. The 
Karnata army and the Sultan's forces had a tough fight. 
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Of the weapons used, Ganga Devi mentions arrows of different 
shapes and swords. Before the superior fighting power 
of Kampana's army, the Sultan's forces began to flee. 
Then the Sultan himself came out challenging Kampana to 
a duel fight. As real hero, Kampana appreciates the 
enemy's bravery who had by his valour already defeated 
the Cola and Pandya kings. 
Here the poet mentions that the bultan had the crow 
banner. In the fight Kampana cut off the enemy's banner, 
and his bow-string. Then Kampana and the Sultan started 
fighting with swords. Kampana drew out the powerful 
sword presented by the goddess of Madurai, and v/ith it 
cut off the head of the Sultan. Even after the head was 
cut off, the brave Sultan's trunk on the horse back still 
held the reigs in one hand while the other hand was ready 
to fight with the enemy. This was greatly appriciated 
by Kampana. For his great skill in war and bravery 
Kampana gave rich tributes to the Sultan. 
Thus Kampana by killing the Sultan of Madurai in 
the battle got the entire sout India under Vijayanagara 
kingdom. He guaranteed the safety of the remaining forces 
of the enemy. He became the ruler of Madurai v/ith 
happiness and glory. 
With this historical victory over Madurai, the poem 
comes to an end. 
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Gurty Venkat Rao states that Kampana in his southern 
expedition, with the help of his minister Gopana, and 
his general, Salva Mangu overthrew the Sambuvaraya, and 
killed one of the Sultan* of Madurai. He reinstalled 
the idols of gods in Rajasimhesvara temple at Kanchi in 
' 40 
1364 A.D. and Srirangam in 1371 A.D. 
Supporting the above view, N, Venkataramanayya states 
that after the establishment of Kanchi as his capital, 
Kampana campaigned against Madurai and killed its Jul tan 
Kurabath Hassan Kang in a battle and got control of the 
41 Muslim kingdom of Mabar, 
Thus with this victory the entire south India was 
brought under the supremacy of Vijayanagara kingdom by 
Kampana. Since 1352 A.D. when he was appointed as the 
governor of Mulbagal by his father till his death 
(according to some scholars) in 1374 A.D. Kampana ruled 
over the region for nearly twentytwo years. 
There fore it is no exaggeration to say that Kampana 
played a major role in establishing a mighty Hindu 
kingdom against Muslim invaders. He was one of the most 
responsible persons for the future glory of the Vijaya-
nagara kingdom. 
40. A comprehensive History of India, Vol. V, p. 1045. 
41, MV-PS, !' Historical Background" in Bngl-sh, p. 6. 
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In the Madhuravijaya/ Ganga Devi does not mention 
any generals of Kampana, But with the help of inscriptions 
we come to know that Kampana Conquered Kanchi and Ka^urai 
with the help of his able generals. Among those Gopana, 
Salva Mangu, Somappa Dandan'ayaka, Gandarguli MarayaMai ika 
were famous. Every general had their individual inscrip-
tions to show that Kampana II was their king. 
Similarly from inscriptions we learn about Kamp^ -na's 
children. Some inscriptions of 1365 A.D. show that 
Kampana along with his son was ruling some parts of his 
kingdom. 
In other inscription the name of Kampana's son was 
given as Jommana or Jammana. He was ruling at Chengal.ut 
in 1369 A.D. 
A record of 1374 A.D, mentions Jammana as the chief 
ruler at Tir\amalai, presumably after Kampana' s death. 
Ganga Devi does not mention this son. Perhaps he 
is the son of another wife of Kampana. 
In the inscriptions after 1374 A.D., there is no 
mention of Kampana. Therefore, it is assumed that Kampana 
43 died sometime before eleventh December, 1374 A.D. 
His father King 3ukka was alive until 1377 .-..u. After 
his death he was succeeded by another son Harifiara 11. 
42, The Historical Inscriptions of Southern India, ,-. 199. 
43, Ibid, 
40 
In his edition of the Madhuravijaya, Potukucci 
Subrahmanya Sastri tries to identify Harihara II with 
Kampana, He says that, after he became the king, Kampana 
changed his name to Harihara II. ^ut we knov/ from the 
_ - 44 Madhuravijaya, that Kamapana's mother was called Devavi. 
The mother of Harihara II was another queen of Bukka by 
45 
name Gauri, according to the inscriptions. Sastri tries 
- - 46 
to argue that Gauri is another name of Devayi. However, 
other names also differ. Kampana's queen was Gahga 0(vi, 
''^ _ -41 
whereas the queen of Harihara II was Matambika. .-.e have 
already mentioned that Kampana's son was Jammana. 
- 48 Harihara II was succeeded by has son Devaraya. 
Therefore, it has to be concluded that Kampana 
died in 1374 A.D. during the lifetime of nis father, and 
49 that Bukka was succeeded by another son Harihara II. 
44. MV, I. 73. 
45. "Nallur Grant of Harihara II", Epiqraphia Indica, ill 
(1894-95), p. 121, lines 29-31. 
46. MV-Ps, Introduction, p. 12. 
47. " Nallur Grant of Harihara II", Epigraphia Indica, III, 
(1894-95), p. 115. 
48. Ibid, 
49. Historical Inscriptions of Southern India, p. 201. 
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In conclusion, it must be said that in her ti.eat.aent 
of historical material, Ganga Devi was selective, her 
aim was not to write a detailed history but a poem in 
the tradition of Sanskrit MahakavyasT Therefore, she 
chose only such events which e p' asise the central role 
of Kampana, the here of the poem. /fliile doing so, she 
was faithful to aistoiry; she never altered facts to buj.t 
the glory of Kampana, Fler portrayal of Kampana and her 
descriptions of his major activities find support in 
inscriptions. 
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C H A P -T E R IV 
STATE AMD SOCIETY DEPICTED IN THE MADHURAVIJAYA 
A. STATE 
1. King 
The Madhuravljaya is based on a historical theme. 
Therefore, the poet Gahga Devi gives a detailed account 
about the State and society of her time. This account 
is extremely valuable, especially because it is .-ritten 
by a lady of the royal family. 
The poem starts with the description of King Bukka, 
who is the father of the hero Kampana. Ganga Devi dtpicts 
Bukka as a great warrior, a great here, and as a great 
protector of Hindu dharma. Sanskrit texts on polity 
attribute devineness to the king. Following this belief, 
Gahga Devi compares Bukka to various gods like Visnu, 
Siva, Indra, and Varuna. 
She says that the tree of dharma which became dry 
by the unbearable heat of this kaliyuga sprouted again 
by the water that flov.ed from his hands when he was 
making gifts. 
1. MV, I. 37. 
43 
The poet compares Bukka to Visnu, to the great Himalaya. 
and Adisesa, and says that he is the best of all the kings. 
He is brighter than the Sun, cooler than the Aoon, ;-eeper 
3 
than the ocean and steadier than Sumeru. He is Indra, 
Varuna, Kubera, Yama in one.4 
Through his peaceful and prosperous reign, GQddess 
5 Laksrni forgot her husbanc Visnu, His people respected 
him as if Manu himself was reborn as Bukka. He ruled 
- 7 The his kingdom from Vijaya like indra from Amaravati. 
Q 
king was more prosperous than Duryodhana, 
As strict follower of Hindti dharma he performs all 
rituals according to the dharmas'astras. He performs 
the worship of Sandhya which is a cumpulsory daily ritual 
for a king. 
During the pregnancy of his queen Devayi, Bukka 
celebrated the rite of Pumsavana. This rite was perfomied 
Q 
according to the orders of his chief preceptor,' 
2. MV, I. 27, 
3. Ibid, I. 28. 
4. Ibid, I. 30. 
5. Ibid, I. 36. 
6. Ibid, I. 68. 
7. Ibid, I. 67. 
8. Ibid, I. 42. 
9.- Ibid, II. 13. 
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After hearing the happy news of the prince's birth , 
he duly bathed and dressed in white silk, and distributed 
immense gifts to Brahmanas. On an auspicious day the 
jatakarma cermony was performed by Bukka for his royal 
child. Then Bukka celebrated the rite of namakarana by 
naming his child Kampana because he clearly foresav; in 
his mind that in the near future his son would become a 
brave warrior and was sure to make his eneniies in battle 
11 - -field tremble with fear. The cudakarraa, the tonsure 
cermony, was also performed by the king for his son at 
12 the appropriate time. 
Thus the poet depicts Bukka as an ideal king who 
upholds dharma. Because he has an element of divineness 
in him, Bukka can conquer all his enemies single-handed, 
without any assistance from anybody. In a clear imitation 
of Kilidasa, Ganga Devi says that for Bukka, his ov/n 
intellect is the minister, his own bow is the army, and 
his own arms are the body guards. 
10. MV, II. 33, 
11. Ibid, II, 34. 
12. Ibid, III. 1. 
13. MV, I. 29: 
vivekam eva sacivam dhanur eva varudhinim / 
bahum eva ranotsahe yah sahayam amanyata // 
Cf, Raghuvamsa, II, 4: 
na canyatas tasys sariraraksa 
svaviryagupta hi manoh prasutih // 
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expert in horsemanship like Nakula and skilled in s. ord-
manship like Shadeva. Thus it looked as though all the 
17 five Pandavas were united in him. Kampana was marriei 
in his early youth to several princesses. 
At an appropriate time, Bukka gives a discourse to 
Kampana and commands him to destroy the Tamil king 
Camparaya as prelude to his conquest of Madurai. He 
encourages his son for war against enemies and tells hi-n 
18 
the importance of protection of the Hindu dharma. 
Following the advice , Kampana conquered the kinqJom 
19 
of Kanchi and Madurai and set up there a just rule. 
Vijayanagara rulers were famous as patrons of poets, 
culture, sculpture etc. Specially here prince Kampana 
was also depicted as a great lover of the co .tpositions 
17. MV, III. 3: 
sa satyavag bhuribalo dhanurdharas 
turangamarohanakarmamarmavit/ 
krpanavidyanipunah prthabhuvam 
adarsi samghata ivaikatarn gatah // 
18. MV, III. 20-43. 
19. MV, V. 1-10. 
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2, Yuvaraja 
It was believed that, on the body of a prince who will 
become a great monarch in future, some particular marks 
were visible. In Budhist literature the charater^tics of 
a mahapurusa consist of thirtytwo major and eighty minor 
laksanas. 
Ganga Devi also describes some auspicious signs on 
prince Kampana's body. His two gracefully shaped feet 
bore auspicious- marks of conch, disc, umbrella, lotus, 
banner, and fish. He also bore the hairy sign of srivatsa 
on his breast, VJhich suggests that he was an incarnation 
of Visnu. His forehead shone with a circle of hair between 
* • 
- 15 the eye-brows(urna). 
At the right age, the prince learnt all the arts by 
himself, but was trained in military science by his father 
1 fi Bukka. He became a skilled master in wielding the bov/, 
the sword and in the use of all miraculous weapons, after 
learning all needful education for a prince, Kampana became 
a proficient man. He was truthful like yudhisthira, 
immensely strong like Bhima, a great archer like Arjuna, 
14, D. Sridhara Babu, Kingship; State and Religion in 
South India, p, 44. 
15, MV, II. 28-30. 
16, MV, 111, 1-2-
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of good poets in his court. He was also an expert m music 
specially in Vina and in dance. Hunting was also a hobby 
for Kampana, 
In this poem, as Sridhara Baby says, thJ poet dia 
not give any special attention about the education of the 
20 prince in the science of politics and administration. 
She v/as more concerned about the prince's military ti li .ing. 
3. Ideals of Kingship 
When Kampana completed his education and military 
training, Bukka gives a long discourse on rai'anlti. Tiis 
discourse is comparable to Sukanasa's advice to Candrapida 
in Bana's Kadambari. This discourse shows Ganga Devi's 
profound knowledge of ra.janiti and also the contemporary 
ideals of kingship. 
In his advice Bukka stresses the wonders of the teacher's 
advice. He says that darkness alwas/s infests the youth-
ful age and wise men have found out that ( nly the la ,p 
of intelligence lighted by the proper advice by a guru 
21 
is able to dispel that darkness. Wisemen consiaer instruc-
tion imparted by a guru as a jewelled ear-ring, a potent oint-
ment without colour, and a wonderful form of penance involv-
22 
m g no self-mortification. 
20. D, Sridhara Babu, Kingship; State and Religio in 
South India, p. 68. 
21, MV, III, 21, 22. Ibid, III. 22. 
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He later explains the dangerous results of into--ication. 
Like a starles night, youth also has the darkness of in-
toxication. It marks thr triumph of passion and is a 
bad period of life not easily over come by one in e'-nouied 
23 
state. The tree of life not egotism puts forth its 
shoots, it dries up the spring of mercy. The dawning of 
24 youth is really the vanishing of light from the intellpct. 
The lack of knowledge in nyaya and agama in youth is tr.e 
cause which blinds the rulers and makes them spenH their 
prosperity in their own v;ay. It leads them towards their 
25 
ruin. Women are the abode of all weaknesses. GamMing 
is also a very dangerous habit where the gambler loses 
everything. Hunting is also an intoxcating habit for 
rulers. One should not hunt wild animals without Ciuse. 
For a king it is very easy geti ing into the habit of 
drinking. It is a bad habit for a good ruler to burt i.ito 
harsh words even whe^ n he does good works to his subjects. 
Subjects are the wealth for the kin '. So he should not 
give brutal punishments to them. The king should always 
be very generous in giving large sums for the upkeep of 
dharma. 
A king must be jitendriya. Bukka goes on to s ly "^^  
Kampana should always keep away from vices on>i act always 
23. MV, III. 24. 
24. Ibid, III. 25. 
25. Ibid, III. 26. 
26. Ibid, III. 27-33, 
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in a proper manner. He should think everything carefully 
and deeply and act in such a way that the goddess of pros-
parity, notoriously for her instability, docs not turn 
27 
away from him even for a moment. Lastly, Bukka asks his 
son to exhibit his manliness and ever increasing valour 
and strike at his enemies and destroy them, as Indra in 
28 the cause of winged mountains. 
4 . V/ar-fare 
i . Army: 
At that time the Vijayanagara army had three divisons. 
There were elephants(gaja), horses (asva) and infantry 
(padati) suitably covered and dressed; elephants with 
jewelled cloaks oi? their backs, horses fully caparisoned 
29 
and men protected their mailed coats. Sridhara Babu states 
that the Vijayanagara army consisted of six divisions: 
horses, camels, elephants, artillery, bulls and foot-
soldiers. Chandra Prabha errs when she says, Vijayanagara 
army Consists of four parts-infantry, cavalry, elephants 
and chariots, because chariots were not used any more 
at that time. 
27. MV, III. 37. 
28. Ibid, III. 40. 
29. MV, IV. 7: 
abaddhakuShamatangam attaparyanasaindhavam / 
samvarmitabhatam sadyah samanahyata tadbalam // 
30. D. Sridhara Baby, Kingship; State and Religion in 
south' India, p. 100. 
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11, t^feaponsj 
In the war the foot sol Hers used different t/pes 
of arms. Swords(khadga, IV. 57, 82; krpana, IV. 59, 77* |x,^;5,7 • 
asi, IX. 10, kaukseyaka, IX. 13, 35; churikS-lX-r 19; 
karavala, IX. 36; taravSri, IX. 37), macG(i:nu "'gara, 1^ .. 2C) , 
lances (kunta, IV. 74; IX. 12), and. bows (sSrah la, IA. 23, 
26) were used in battle field. Half-moon shaped arrow^ 
I I — ' * 
(sasankartha mukhaih, IX. 3), Javelines (toinara, iX. 1^,. 
Jhese arms v;ere usei-^ dur ing Aanchi ' s and i^ladarui c j i, - i nc 
by p r i r'ce Xa-npana ' s army. 
i i i . F l a g s : 
The kings oi different dynasties or ro-jic s ac t' i t 
own ernblems ancL flags. The seal ot Vijaycno ara Kin_,b 
had the figure of the bear. In the Madhuravijay?., w ihga l/evi 
does not mention the emblem or the flag. Sn-. sinply soys 
flags (dhvajas, IV. 15). In the concluding cinto, the. 
poet describes the Yavana fl^g as the crow banner. xb.ey 
used to hoist thdse flags on the top of the castles(IV. 69). 
iv. Battle: 
In the battle field the two armies used to fight 
v;ith the respective divisions. Foot-soldiers fought witn 
foot-soliiers, elephants with elephants, horses vviLh ho::ses. 
Soldiers used swords and bovs with differerit shjj;-.cs of 
arrov;s. P'or protection from enemies, th rulero viscJ 
to build strong forts on hill tcps (-'^ urga) • TDUS cnem/ 
i-cing Camparaya also had sought asylum to the hill-fcrtesi: 
- 32 
named Rajayambhiro-. _ug s-tones -ere trown dovn v;it i 
|1. Historical Mahakavyas in Sanskrit, p. 340, 
32. MV, IV. 67. 
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cal^ults to destroy the enemy for6es in a lar^e nuiaoer."^  
The heroic enemy forces used to climb th. lull-rorL. ..y 
•34 
means of lamces planted as la-3ders. xhev u^ed m:ny 
methods to block all ways and torture tne cueiny'te Jt'cc:-," 
The tv/o kings had great skill in sv;ord fighring. 
V, iSravery: 
The fourth and the concluding cantos of tht-. Jj'iriiuTvijgya 
contain detailed description-of bravery sh; v.n by the ki.-i.^s 
and the sol 'iers of both forces. ih'^  poet is succiscfal 
in presenting every minute incidsnt in a skillCul oner 
She -.resents the scenario of fearful" battle ; leld in a 
colourful v/ay. 
First, the battle at Pa-doividu, the stroi g hold f 
Camtjaraya, and his defeat was d rcribed. -K're Li.^  --lij'it, 
'"orces of these tvo ar ies were c-^mpared lo t'-'O oceanj 
3,<; 
brought against each other vith strong stor.,y '-.-i 
The sharp pointed an ows pierced th^  archers n 
made them fall do.>rn on the battle field. ' The brave 
warriors v/aving the blood-stcintd sv/ords in their iianii. 
33. MV, Iv. 72. • 
34. Ibil, Iv. 74. 
35. Ibid, IV. 76. 
36. Ibi.i, IV. 52. 
37. Ibid, IV. 56. 
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38 
are just like the lolling tongue of •^:aija% . i'he ene.ny 
arrows sent the brave fighters directly to heaven." In 
front of the mighty forces of iCsmpana th,^  TdT,il forces 
started fleeing. Then Ka-xipona occupied earr.pariya' s Lcvr 
and bejan to attack the hill fortress of the Tamil king, 
- 40 
Rajaganbhira/ in v/hich the enemy had sought asylum. 
Terrible sounds of his war-c.rums echoled in every cov.: 
pf the hill.'*"^  
Again a fearsome battle started between these two 
forces. Heads cut off by arrows fel-1 down from Ih ra-n-
parts looked like balls belonging to the Deity of '.-nr 
(ranasri-kandukah) for her play. King Cannpar"ay3 w-ho 
caiT.e out in great anger with his sv/ord drawn looked like 
a fearsome snake with its lolling tongue coff^ ino out of 
43 
a mole hill. Kampana preferred to directly fight 'with 
44 Campa €s the lion attacks the elephant. Those t'..'0 
courageous heros had a frightful duel-fight v.'here i^ aiipanc 
45 despatched Camparaya as a guest to Indra's city. 
38. MV, IV. 57. 
39. Ibid, IV. 61. 
40. Ibid, IV. 67. 
41. Ibid, IV- 68. 
42. Ibid, IV. 71. 
•43. Ibid, IV. 77: krpanapanir val,iikaj jinval iva jihragah. 
44. Ibid, ly. 78: pratyagrahin mahipalas carnparp simhc iva dvipam. 
45. Ibid, IV. 82. 
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In the final canto, Kaaipana's canpaign to i^ iadurai 
and his glorious victory are presented. In this canto 
also bravery played a major rcl---. Sctie verses are [nissimj 
in this canto the remaining partis full of battlf field 
descriptions. Esoeceially the fights with elephan'-S JHJ 
horses are interesting. 
With their half-moon shaped arrov-s, the archers cut 
46 
off the hands of elephant' rioers. The follov.'inci stanza 
d-scribes tho bravery of a fighting elephant. t-. certain 
elephant seized a soldier by foot and threw him up and 
wanted to smash him and his s^ord v;ith his pair of tusko 
47 
and trunk. 
A certain warrior was struck wd th a lance by his foe, 
with the same lance the wounded warrior struck the enoiny 
48 
and wounded him. Two soldiers, in a single combat cut 
off each other's head after a long fight with their s..ords. 
After leaving their bodies, they went up together as close 
49 friends to celestial regions. 
With Tiore vigour the poet describes the valour of 
Kampana. He and his sword are so powerful that with one 
blow of his sword he cut both the elephant anJ its riler. 
47* MV, IX. 9: karena kanicit padayor gr«hitv~ 
ksiptam daviyo viyati dvipendrch / 
patantamachmnakrana/astih 
•» • ••• • 
pratyaicchaduccair dasanadvayena // 
46. MV, IX. 3. 
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At another place the prince used javelins to b.duch tht_ 
heads of the £lephants, anu pearls carnc out from tneir 
* • 
51 
globes. Kanpana struck with his mace(mudgara) tne turbdneu 
52 heads of his en^ 'mies i-hich sank down in their .^ o^ ier. 
Exaggerating Kainpana's bravery in the battle f iel \ 
the poet says that sage Karada bi.c3ne so happy to s<=^- his 
valour because even Parasurana, Rcma, 3hima, or x-.rj.una 
could not provide such an entertainment at the battle 
53 field. -^  
Subsequently, the poet gives similar importance to 
the bravery of the eneTiy king in the battle field. As 
Vrtra met Indr^ a, the Yavana king met Kampana in a sin^ jle 
54 
combat. 
The Yavana king looks so fearsome, but the bravt. 
Kampana was delighted to have an opponent like the oultan 
who had by his heroism defeated the Colas and P'ind*^  as 
55 
and destroyed the wealth of Vira Ballala. 
48. m, IX. 12. 55. MV, IX. 27: 
49. Ibid, IK.-13. parakramadhahkratacolapanJ/arn 
50. Ibid, IX. 16. vallalasampallatikakutharam / 
51. iMd, IX. 18. ranonmukham kampanrupo 'bhyanandid 
52. Ibid, IX. 20 virah suratranam udagrasauryah // 
53. Ibid, IX. 22. 
54. Ibia, IX^ 23. 
55 
These two proud heros had a tough fight v.ith bow and! 
arrov.'S. Kampana succe^'ded in destroying the crow banner 
of the Yavana king first, then he cut dovm the bow-string 
of the Sultan. 'with great ancer the Sultan threv/ away 
his bov/ and drew out his terrible s'/;ora. Ka-npana ./as c:lso 
armed with,a gifted sword which was sent by sage Agaitya 
57 
and looked terrible like Yama himself. Seated on th--
back of his swift horse., K.aaipana, the glory of i^c.cn'a.t.a 
race, avoiding the blow of the Yavana's sword, cut eft 
the head of the enemy in one instant. 
vi. Chivalary; 
Appreciating the good gualities and valour of the 
enemy Is a virtue of an ideal king. Accordingly, the poet 
at some places glorifies th?. eneiny's bravery. 
The angry Tamil king Ca;n, araya was described as a 
58 terrible snaise with its loll.ng tongue. As the Yavana 
king rode on his swift horse, his jewelled tuft shone 
59 like wreath of his smoking anger vhich aas about to blaze. 
56. MV, IX. 32-33. 
57. Ibid, IX. 35. 
58. Ibio, IV. 77: 
krpana panir valmikaj jihvala iva jihir.gah / 
59. Ibid, iXi 25: 
amarsavahner jvalnonnukhasys 
A 
dhumacchaiva sphuritasphulinga //' 
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Kampana was delighted by the bravery of the Sultan, 
Who defeated Cola/ Pandya kings and destroyed the wealth 
of Ballala. Between Karnpana and the Sultan, there took 
place a fierce battle, and finally Kampana cut off the 
enemy's head. But even after the head was cut offfrom 
the body, the trunk of the Sultan on the horse back still 
held the reins and controlled the horse's course with one 
hand, while tho other was up-lifted to return the blow 
« 
of the enemy, Kampana was impressed by his bravery 
and commended it: 
cyute 'pi sirse calitaivavalga 
niyantranavyaprtavamapanim / 
pratipraharaprasrtanyahastam 
-• " 6 1 
virah kabandham dvisato 'bhyanandit // 
The head of the Sultan which was cut off by Kampana 
and which fell on the battle ground is praised as the 
one that never knew the art of flattering, never bowed 
down even to gods, and that had been consecrated to the 
— 62 
empire of the Turuskas. 
Thus the poet glorifies the bravery of enemy in 
most beautiful way. 
61. MV, IX. 27 
62. Ibid, IX, 39, 
63. Ibid, IX,38; ajnatasevocitacatuvadam 
tuluskasamrajyakrtabhisekam / 
divaukasam apy akr tapranamain 
bhu»au suratranasirah papata // 
57 
B. S O C I E T Y 
1, C a s t e - s y s t e m 
According to the Dharmasastras, Hindu society consists 
of four major castes. They are Brahrr.anas, Ksatriyes, Vaisyas 
and Sudras. In the Madhuravijaya^ the poet gives importance 
only to the upper castes, the brahmanas and the kstriyas. 
These two classes always played a major role in the society. 
To Encourage the activities of the brahmans, who preser\^ ed 
the Hindu social order for a long time, and to protect 
them is one of the major duties pf a kinu. According to 
Dharmasastras the performance of sacrifices for themselves 
and for the society is the firi^ t duty of a brahmana. 
ferahmins:- During the Vijayanagara period brahmins 
got a very respectable position in the society. Thy 
were respected by the other three castes, i'ne highest 
post in King's court is Kulaguru which was always hela 
by a Brahmin. For the welfare of the king and the peo de 
they always perform yajnas etc., along with their laily 
sacrifices. The Purohita performs the necessary riti^ a Is 
from time to time for the welfare of the king. jor example, 
he performs the pumsavans, jatakarma, narnaka^ na, caulakarma 
« 
at correct time. They used to give their blessings before 
the king's departure for military campaign. 
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At the same time under the rule of Muslims, the same 
Brahmins suffered a lot. Their tragedies and their suffer-
ings were presented in a pathetic way by a mysterious Iddy 
to Kamapana in eighth canto of this poem. 
Ksatriyas:- Most probably the ruling class always 
belonged to the Ksatriya caste, 60 the hero of tnis poem 
was also a kstriya, having all the qualities of a 
dhirodattanayaka. 
According to Dharmasastras, a king's first duty is to 
protect varna (caste) and airaima dharmas. The Vijayanagara 
rulers were famous for their uplifting and encouraging of 
vedas and bhasya commentories. By this great service 
they protected a large part of Vedic literature from loss. 
In this Mahakavya, the poet depicts the kin«,}s as the 
protectors of Hindu Dharma. 3y his victorious campaigns 
Kampan^ established a peaceful rule in those regions. 
The _kings were all trained in all sastras as well as 
military science. The ksatriyas vjere depicted as strict 
followers of Hindu Dharma, worshiping the sandhya thrice 
daily, Kampana was depicted in the fifth canto as peaceful 
ruler, interesting in dance, music, hunting and as a patron 
of poets. 
The poet did not mention any other castes. Yet she 
introduces minister, caranasdi. 21), messengers (II. 22), 
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attendentsdil. 47), general(iv, 2), bhatasClV. 1), vassals, 
spies(v. 4), beautiful maid servants, farmers(karsaka VII. 29), 
milk maiden(gopavadhu V, 48) etc. 
2. Cities 
i. The Capital City: Vijayanagara; 
The heautiful capital city of Vijayanagara empire was 
Vijayanagara. In her poem Gahga Devi gives a detailed 
63 description of the capital. She mentions it as Vijaya 
64 
and Vijayapura. 
King Bukka augmentea his riches by conquest, had the 
famous Vijayanagara as his capital with all its riches and 
beauty. It was compared to Indra's Amaravati by scholars. 
The river Tungabhadra encircles the city. It was surrouneled 
by defensive broadtopped walls on all sides. The city was 
encircled by pleasure-hillocks, lakes an-i highly built 
white palaces. The city was so bec3utiful that it looks 
like the mark of fashion an'3 lovelj^ ness adoring the fore-
head of the lady knowa as Earth's Southern quarter. 
It was full of •" •'- ^ Brahmins an.i musicians, and the 
most prosperous city of all fortunes. The city's buildings 
were so high that frequently at night timewhen beautiful 
63. MV, I. 43. 
64. Ibid, I..75, 
65. Ibid, I. 51: daksinasa.rojaksi-phalalllalalatika. 
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young ladies playing- on the grounds of the top floor of 
the palaces often stretch their hands to the nnoon mictaking 
it as their play-ball of pearls. The city had beautitul 
66 
maidens, 
Pampa was the suburb (iakhanagara) of Vijayotnagaio,. 
Many wealthy men lived there anci God Virupaksha' s tt^ T.ple 
is also situated there. 
ii. Kanchi: 
Kanchi was the capital city of Tundirammdala. Accord-
ing to Ganga Devi, it was a prosperous city. During nis 
expediti n to Tundiramandala, Kampana killed Camparaya 
in the battle and conquered Tundiramanc^ala. Karnpana in-
stalled himself as Governdr pf his father. King hukka. 
His adninstration presented a good govern'-nent at rCancni. 
He made Kanchi as the second capital of their empire. 
Here the poet Ganga Devi says that Kanchi had also another 
name Marakatanagar<t,. 
iii. Madurai: 
Geographycally Madurai belongs to the region of 
Coramandal coast of India. The Pandyas v.-ho establisned 
their supremacy on the south after thi- Colas, made ladurai 
68 their capital. 
_ 
66. MV, I. e%-6S. 
67. MV, V. i: 
adha sa tatra mahitala-nandane markat'ahvayabh'aj i mahapure / 
68. MV-T, Introduction, p. 35. 
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- After the occupation by the Muslim rulers the condition 
of Madurai became worse. Goddess Minaksi's teniple is 
situated there. 
The presiding deity of Madurai appears in a dream of 
Kampana, She laments over the pathetic state of the city, 
and requests him to free her from the oppressive occupa-
tion. She presents a sword to Kampana. 
3. Temples 
Troubles started for South India with the expedition 
of Malik'Kafur in 1323 A.D., and ended after fortyeighc 
70 years in 1371 A.D. The sufferings of the subjects luring 
this period have been, described by both Hindu and Muslim 
historians. There are more similarities between tac 
frightful accounts of Ibn Batuta the Moorish traveller 
• - — 71 
and the Ma.dhuravijaya of Ganga Devi, Inscriptions also 
refer to* the same facts. In her narration the poet 
mentions many temples and their plight. We siould accept 
these accounts because here Gahga Devi narrates these 
details with her p-rsonal knovledge and experience, rien e, 
these are more trustworthy than the writings of travellers 
from foreign countries. 
69. MV, VIII canto. 
70. MV-T, Introduction, p. 41, 
71. MV. VIII Canto. 
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Gahga Devi narrates that, true to its ncmc, Vyaghrapuri 
(Cidambaram) has become the abode of tigers due to the 
Muslim occupation and their terrible, ciuol behaviour 
towards Hindu subjects. In termor the people vacate.! 
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Cidambaram. 
The famous temple of Sriranganayaka at Srir-ngam v;3S 
also in a bad condition of debris of bricks. Other temples 
also have the same misereble conditions. The closed doora 
of the teT.ples are eaten up by white-ants, the inner parts 
of the temples are full of v;ild growth. Those temples 
which echoed with the sveet sounds of mrdan a drums, ar-
73 
now resounding with terrible cries of jackals. 
Madurai and Dravida brahmins are the -'ost suffered 
ones during the Muslim regime. The streets in Brahmin 
quarters, vhere, once the sacrificial smoke rose ana tne 
chanting of the Vedas vibrated, are now full of smells 
of hatred odour of meat and unbearable sounds of drunken 
Turuskas, The groves of Madurai are in a very bad condi-
tion. The cocoanut trees have all been cut anu replaced 
by rows of iron spikes. At their pointed tips the human 
heads are hanging, 
72. MV. VIII. 1. 
73. Ibid, VIII. 5. 
74. Ibid, VIII. 8, 
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4. Women 
i. Dress and Ornaments: 
The study of Madhuravijaya brings out the intormation 
of fourteenth century people, society, their culture etc. 
into lime light. V/hereever necessary, Ganga Devi gave 
sufficient information on th3,se matters. 
The city's women were so beautiful with their lotus 
like faces, 'that the moon hiself was asha-ned. rney v;aik 
gracefully. They cover their blooning breasts with slen er 
blouses; They have curly hait and thin v/aists. j-.t night 
75 
women used to wear i^ rhite sareos of silk. 
The women used to decorate thi-dr bcJics with je 'elled 
girdles, jewelled anklets, goluen bangles, di_ferent types 
of necklaces, armlets, laltikas etc. These vere some 
of the ornaments worn by the ladies of Gafign Devi's time. 
ii. Makeup: 
They brightened their lips with dark red colour. To 
beautify their eyes they put anjana. They decorate their 
75. MV, yil. 46: 
sasimandala-sankha-petakad 
avakrusya ksapaya samarpitam / 
kumudacchavi-kaumudimayam 
dadhati. xsatimam abhad - dlganganT // 
76. MV, V, VI cantos. 
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foreheads with different '^ ypes oi tilakas. Their nails 
were also shining witn radiant brilliance. In summer, 
the women used to apply sandal paste to their breasts. 
77 In winter, however, they smeared saffron on their bieasts. 
They madup their faces toright with the white dust of I03.hra 
78 flowers. they have long curly hair decorated with the 
seasonal evening-blossoming scented flo.ers. They used 
to decorate their ears with sirisa flowers. They annointed 
their foreheads v;ith musk paste. They used to beautity 
their feef with lac. 
They loved to play water-sports, and they \-iere experts 
in swiming also. They sprinkled scent on their garments 
with agaru fumes. 
Ganga Devi does not ignore to write about thtr life 
of common folk. The poet narrates that Lh'j common woman 
who guards rice-fields lived a jnerry life. Witli joy she-
used to sing about the spotlefes fame .of the king. one 
wore garlands of pearls that had come out of ripe red 
sugarcane. This shows that the king was lovjd by the 
common folk also. Wearing a pearl garland by a com .on 
woman shows the prosperity of the people of Vijay onica ra 
79 kingdom. 
77. MV, V. 55. 
78. Ibid, V. 58. 
79. Ibid, v.- 48. 
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The women were described as skilled artists of injtru-
mental music and dance# i In a m-oon light night they used 
to sit with their husbands anc Jrink wine. 
5, Special Customs 
Wishing their prince's victory before his canipaign, the 
81 
city women threw fried rice as a good omen. They u-ed to 
— P2 
give Nirajana to victorious horses. ihey have faith in 
83 
curing deceases by sprinkling holy ashes. 
The women used to perform the spring festival in the 
- 84 
name of Manmadha-puja. The women used to decorate their 
hadr with seasonal scented flowers. This tradition prf=-
vails even today in Andhra, society. 
For a married woman wearing a white sari was 6 craditon 
— 85 
mentioned by Gahga Devi. This tradition also is in conti-
nuity even today in Andhra, Gahga Devi mentions agaru 
tilaka in many places. ^This agaru tilaka is used by Andhra 
women till today. They used (different types of bindies 
to beutify their faces even today. 
80. iMV, V. 12-13. 
81. Ibid, IV. 33. 
82. Ibid, V. 50, 
83. Ibid, V, 33, 63, 
84. Ibid,' y, 71-75, 
85. Ibid, VII. 46. 
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C H A P T E R V 
POETIC DUALITIES OP THE MADHURAVIJAYA 
Gahga Devi composed the Madhuravijaya in the fonn 
of a Mahakavya, carefully following the rules laid down 
by the Alankarikas like Bhamaha and Dandin, 
According to Dandin, the main characterstics of a 
Mahakavya are as follows; A Mah'akavya should be devided 
into sargas. Its hero must belong to the Ksatriya caste 
or to be a devata. He must be a dhirodatta or dhiralalita. 
Some times a Mahakavya deals with the story of many kings 
belonging to one dyanasty, like Kalidasa's Raghuvamsa. 
A Mahakavya mainly delineates sr. ng'ara rasa, or virarasa 
or santarasa. Other eight rasas should also be presented 
according to the situation as minor rasas. The Mahakavya 
should begin with a mahgaj^arana. Then the poet should 
pay homage to the great poets of the past, Ihey must also 
praise good poets(sukavistuti)and criticise bad poets 
(kukavininda). In a Mahakavya, there should be various 
types of descriptions. A Mah'akavya should be divided into 
not less than eight cantos of moderate length. The 
entire canto must be composed in a single metre, out there 
should be a change of metre at the end of the canto. 
0 
Above mentioned rules were all followed very skill-
fully and beautifully by Ganga Devi 
1. Dandin, Kavyagarsa, I. 14-19, 
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Dandln says tha^ t a Mahakavya should begin with a 
2 benedicttlon, salutation or reference to the theme. Following 
this rule, Gahgii Devi also starts her MahaXavya with the 
invocation of Lo^d Ganesa. Perhaps, she is the first one 
to begin with an invocation to Ganesa. 
kalyana satam bhuyad devo dantavalnanah / 
saranagata-samkalpa-kalpana-kalpapadapah // 
According to some scholars, it is auspicious to begin 
the poem with any letter from ka-varga. So nere Ganga Devi 
coimnenced her Mahakivya with the letter 'Ka*. In the 
next two stanzas, she invokes Parvati and Paramesvara and 
then Sarasvati. 
In stanzas 4-16 she pays homage to the great poets 
of the past and present. These stanzas are very valuable 
and will be discussed in a seperate chapter. Then she 
speaks about the (aerits of her poem, and ideas about 
good poetry. 
2. Dandin, Kavyadarsa, I, 14 : 
asir namaskriya vastunirdesovapi tanmukham / 
3. Laksmikarah ka-vargah syat; quoted in the comentary 
MV-Ps, I. 1. 
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1, Ganga DevVa 14eas of Good Poetry 
In Gahga Devi's view there should be a harmonious 
combination of the word (feabda), mining (artha), imagination 
(bhSva) and sentiment (rasa), She says that in some poems 
iirportance is given only to the sound, in some other only 
to the meaning, in others only to the poetic fancy or ima-
gination and in yet in some others only to the rasa. 
But nowhere is found a work where all these four 
good qualities exist together. Here the poet, indirectly 
indicates that her work possesses all good qualities to 
teount it as a good MahSkavya. 
kvacld ardhah kvacic chabdah kvacid bhavah icvacid rasah / 
yatrate santi sarve 'api sa nibandho na labhyate // 
She has full confidence that she did not comit any 
single mistake in violation of the poetic rules. That is* 
in 
why she says that the poet should not comit even a single 
mistake which will cause criticism. Giving a simple example 
for this, she says that even a single drop of caustic lime 
will spoil the liquid of kalagaru. 
prabandham isanmatro 'api doso nayati dusyatam / 
kalagarudravabharam suktiksarakano yatha // 
4. MV, I. 17. 
5. Ibid, I. 18. 
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She believes that writing a kavya following all 
rules and avoiding all faults is not enough. The poem 
should have grace and beauty. Being a female writer, 
she gives a feminine example. She says that for a woman 
to please her husband, her virtue is not enough, she must 
also be beautiful. 
nirdosapy agunia" van! vidvaj janara"hjani / 
pativrat^py arupa strT parinetre na rocate // 
In her opinion it is very difficult task to write 
a good Mahakavya. She says that in this world there are 
many logicians, there are thousands of grammarians, but 
very few poets who are capable of writing tender and 
beautiful poetry. Here also she implies that she is a 
rare poet capable of delicate and charming expression, 
tarkika bahavah santi sabdikasca sahasrasah / 
I ' « , • 
r ^ 1 1 — 7 
vira<,a kav.ayo loke saralalapapesa ;ah // 
Gahga Devi states that a good kavya brings fame, produces 
wealth, removes sins and most important, it produces 
aesthetic pleasure in the reader. 
karoti kirtim ardhaya kalpate hanti duskrtam / 
— _ _ g 
unmilayati cahladam kirn na sute kaveh krtih // 
6. MV, I. 19. 
7. MV, I. 22. 
8. Ibid, I. 23. 
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Of course, here GangS Devi Is repeating the well 
9 
known statement of Mammata on the aims of poetry. 3ut 
by mentioning the aesthetic pleasure at the end, she is 
improving upon Manunata, 
According to Ganga Devi, in the case of a ggod peer, 
there is no need to request scholars to read it just as 
it is not necessary to request the bees to taste the nectar 
of sweet scented flowers. Flowers do not invite any bee 
to drink honey. They themselves come and drink it. In 
the same way scholars are attracted by a good kavya, 
2. Structure of the Kadhuravijaya 
According to poetics, a Mahakavya should be divided 
into sargas of moderate length. At the enc? ot each sarga, 
thece roust be a change in the metre, thus states Dandin: 
sargabandho-^mahakavyam ucyate 
alamkrtai asamksiptam rasabhavanirantaram / 
sargair anativistlrnaih sravya-\^ttaih susandhibhih 
sarytra bhinnavrttantair upetam lokaranjakam //' 
9. Mammata, Kavyaprakasa, I. 2 : 
kavyam yasase arthakrte vyavaharavide sivetaraksataye / 
sadyah paranirvrtaye kantasararaitatayopadesayuje // 
10. MV, I. 24. 
-11. Kavyadarsa, I, 14. 
12. Ibia, I. 18 
13. Ibid, I. 19. 
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Gahga Devi follows these rules. The following table 
indicates the change in the metres in various cantos. 
. 
Canto 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
j — 
' Predominant metre ' metre of the 
last stanza 
Anustubh 
• • 
Upajati 
Vamsastha 
• 
A3\ilstubh 
Drutavilambita 
Puspitagra 
Viyogini 
Aupcchandasika 
Indravarja 
J 
Vasantatilaka 
Malini 
Harini 
Sardulavikridita 
Malini 
Sikharinl 
at the end, some 
slokas are missing 
M 
Upendravajr'a 
, 
As stated in the first chapter, there are large gaps 
from the sixth canto onwards. Especially, the final 
portion of the eigth canto and the begining of the next 
canto are missing. Therefore, it is difficult to say 
Whether the Madhuravi1aya was orginally composed in nine 
sargas or more. In any case, it is noteworthy that 
Gahga Devi employs a large number of metres in her poem. 
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3. Theme 
According to poetics, the theme of a Mahakivya should 
be based on the epics, or on a well-knovm, i.e. historical, 
event. So the Madhuravijaya, is br.sed on historical 
incident which brought changes in the history of i^ outh 
India. Ihus it is a historical poem. Its herx> Kampana 
is a ksatriya prince and according to poetics he was a 
dhirodatta~nayaka. He had every good quality with a 
very handsome personality. He learned all aastras, all 
14 
ksatriyavidyas, music and poetry. 
4, Descriptions 
More important than the s ory are various kinds of 
descriptions, .which are to be inserted in a Mahakivya at 
appropriate places. These include descriptions of towns, 
oceans, mountains, gcr-5ens, various seasons, sur.rise and 
such descriptions of nature, or dramatic events like 
water-sports, marriage, birth of a prince, sending messages, 
marching,battle, and also such events where hero's good 
fortune is depicted. In a Kahakavya the descriptions 
must be on-
nagarnava-sailartucandrarkodayavarnan»aih 
udyanasalilakrida madhupanaratotsavaih // ^ ^ 
vipralambhair vivahais ca kumarodayavarnanaih 
mantradutaprayanjinayakabhyudair api // 
14. MV, III. 1, 16. 
15. KJvyadarsa, 1* 16, 
16. Ibid, I. 17. 
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Ganga Devi presents many of the above mentioned types 
of descriptions in a beautiful manner. 
In the first canto the city of Vijayanagara was 
described very vividly,. The city was described as conparable 
to Indra's Amaravati, with beautiful pleasure groves, 
pleasure hillocks, colourful gem-set step lakes, which 
were always inhabited by swans and lofty buildings. 
In the second canto the birth of th^ - hero was described. 
The third canto contains the incid-^ .nts of the cnarrlage 
of the prince Kampana with Gahga Devi and other beutiful 
princesses. 
The fourth canto begins with the preparation for the 
conquest of Camparaya's tertitory. In the same canto 
war between the two forces is described. Kampana's victory 
over Tamil country, his establishment of peace in the 
country was also described in the same canto. 
In the fifth canto there is a beautiful description 
of all seasons in a successful imitation of .<alidasa's 
Rtusajnhara. Kalidasa starts from grisma and ends with 
- , 1 ^ : — 
vasanta. Following this tradition Gahga Devi also starts 
7% 
her description with arisma. Kalidasa says: 
« 
nisah sasahkaksatanilai^Jayah 
kvacid vicitrara jalayantramandiram / 
maniprakarah sarasam ca candanatn 
sucau priye yinti janasya sevyatSm // 
Following the same idea, Gahga Devi describes how the 
hot sununer days are being spent by Kainpana with his wives 
hiraagrhesu nirantaraslkara-
/ - a. . prakaradarsitatarkapanktisu 
divasatapam ahapayad "ayatam 
18 
varavadhusahito vasudhadhipah // 
At another place, describing the -saradrutu, the -oet 
t 
compares the beautiful faces of the women with clear and 
19 - -twinkling stars of autumnal nights, whereas Kalidasa 
compares the bright beautiful faces of the ladies with 
white lotuses and their beautiful wide eyes with blue-
lillies.^^ 
As Candra Prabha says, Gahga Devi's thoughts flow 
with ease and simplicity. She avoids long compounds and 
21 
uses beautiful sirailies. She snows all her skill as 
17. Kalidasa, Rtusamhara, I. 2. 
18. MV, V. 23. 
19. Ibid, V. 47. 
20. Kalidasa, Rtusamhara, III, 17. 
21. Chandra Prabha, Historical Mahaklvyas in Sanskrit, p. 326, 
7i 
a female writer in the fifth, sixth, and seventh cantos. 
She expresses her thoughts according to the sc<=^ ne and 
presents the pecture full of life with rythmical words 
in front of the readers. Por example, giving a lively 
description of the rainy season, she presents the thunder 
sounds of the lightning in the following manner: 
rudhirabindunibhacchavir anvagat 
ksititale harigopaparampara / 
ghanagharattaparasparaghattana-
- 22 ksradiraramadavahinikanavalim // 
t * 
Here one can hear the rumbling sounds of the clouds. 
While the description of the seasons by Kalidasa 
and other writers is chiefly from the male point of view, 
Gahga Devi's descriptions offer a delicate feminine touch. 
The dark clouds with streaks of lightning and drops of 
water look like black blouses worn by the Lady Sky, on 
which there is an embroidary of gold thread ana pearls. 
sputatatit-tapaniyagunojjvalaih 
prthupayahkanaraauktikas»ahgibhih / 
• • • 
alikadambakasacchavibhir disam 
-V. 2 3 
asitakanculiklyitam ambudaih // 
Or the arc of the rainbow containing green, red and white 
colours shone like the girdle of the Lady , set with 
emarald, coral and pearls: 
22. MV, V. 28. 
23. MV, V. 26. 
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haritalohitapanjir arajata 
tridasaraj^arasanalekhika 
marakatopalavldrumauktikalr 
- ii 24 
viracita rasaneva nabhasriyah // 
^ • 
Describing the spring season, she speaks of the 
worship of Cupid by the beautiful ladies of Kampana. 
In that festival ladies have to paint the picture of 
Cupid on a picture board. Here the ladies of Kampana, 
completed their pictures by painting Kampana, who v/as 
25 
always in their hearts. In the sixth canto, there are 
descriptions of flower-gathering and water-sports. 
In the seventh canto Gahga Devi shows all her skill 
in expressing her ideas in a tjider and beautiful way. 
She presents beautiful pictures of the sunset, the nights 
gradually becoTdng dark, and of the rising moon. 
Here the poet compares darkness, heat of Sun, night, sky, 
stars, lamps, and lotuses in different ways. At some 
places she compares the darkness of the night to the musk-
paste applied on the cheeks of the queen Night, or to the 
tender leaves of Tamila with which the Lady Night decorate 
her ears, or they were smokes rising from the quenching 
of the sun's heated surface,or they were black bees dis-
guised as darkness filling the regions after the closing 
24. MV, V. 27. 
25. Ibid, V. 71. 
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of the lotuses, or the black waters of Jamuna raised 
by Krsna. 
Before setting tn the west, the Sun kept his heat 
(paritapa) in the hearts of women who were seperated trom 
their lovers, and his brilliance in the herbs that shine 
at the nights. At another place the poet compares the 
twinkling stars as the drops of persiration that appears 
on the blue sky as a result of the burning heat of the 
Sun during the day time. 
For her, time was the fanner, the dark skes were 
the rauddyfields, and the twinkling stars were the well-
27 
washed seeds of grain to raise the crop of moon-light. 
26. MV, VII. 23-24: udiyaya tato digahgana 
sravanakapatamalapallavah / 
raj animukhapatralekhika-
racanarahkimadas tamohkurah // 
kim u dhumabharah prasarayato 
dyumanigravagatasya tejasah / 
prasara disas tamomisat 
kim u milatkamalalisamcayah // 
27. MV, VII. 29: avapat kiraa,kalakarsakas 
timirambhahkefeise nabhastale / 
vimalam udubijamandalim 
navacandratapasasyat^iddhaye // 
"-- .^ V/ 
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Or, the sky was a tree, the evening twilight was the tender 
branches wherein one can see the countless buds of little 
twinkling stars, 
ahratyayaragapallavas 
taraasa kandalito nabhastaruh / 
srjati sma nirantarm harid 
- vltapais tarakakorkaval'im // 
The beautiful description of moon-rise by the poet 
hersllf also occurs in the same canto. Here she showed 
all her skill using vivid language full of poetical 
sentiments. She gives a very beautiful and natural dis-
cription of Nisasundari and the moon. 
In the final canto, there are awesome descriptions 
of the battle between Kampana and the Sultan of r^ adurai. 
Thus Madhuravijaya is full of descriptions, as laid out 
in poetics, but in each description Ganga Devi shows same 
orglnallty. 
28. MV, VII. 30. 
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5. Rasas 
As Dhananjaya in his Dasarupaka describes eight 
29 • - — 
rasas, Ganga Devi also depeicts all those rasas very 
successfully. The main rasa of the Hadhuravijaya is 
vlrarasa, the heroic sentiment. In this poem, Karr.pana 
t - ^ 
was described as the incarnation of Srirama, born to 
destroy.the Turuskas from South India. With this main 
Virasasa, Sr. nqararasa and other rasas werd al^o presented 
as Subordinate rasas. 
Virarasa is delineated throughout the poem, but 
more powerfully in the battle between Kampana and the 
Sultan, whereas the peaceful ruling time of Kampana at 
Ka nchi was the occasion for the delineation of sr-ngara-
rasa. 
As uddipanas for the Sr. hgararasa, seasons, flower; 
gathering, hunting, water-sports with his beautiful young 
ladies were described. As upanqas for virarasa, h'asya, 
bhlbhastsa and bhayanaka were depicted at appropriate 
places. 
The poet expresses these rasas very skillfully. 
In the final canto, bhibhasta and bhayanaka are described 
in 7, 20, 24, and 25 verses, Virarasa is described in 
29, Dhananjaya, Dasarupaka, IV. 35: 
rat tsaha jugupsah kroobhasah smayo bhayam sokah / 
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10, 11, 16-, 19, 27, 29, 30, 31, 36, 38, and 39 verses. 
Forexample in the battle field Kampana's heroism was 
as follows: 
King Kampana let fly his arrows against the Yavana 
king, which were like the Serpents that drank the life 
breath of Keralas, fire that consumed the Lords of the 
forest kingdom, and just like the Sun who had destroyed 
the darkness in the form of Andhras, 
sa keralapranamarudbhujahgan 
vanyavanindradrumadavavahnin / 
andhrandhakaraksayatigmabh'aso 
banan amuncad yavane narendrah // 
The following sloka contains both adbhuta and vlra 
rasas. In. this verse the hero is astonished to see that 
even after the head had fallen, the trunk of the Sultan 
on the horseback still held the reins in one hand while 
the other hand was ready to attack the enemy with the 
sword. Here the author tries to depict the heroism of 
the eeemy. 
/ - -/ * -
cyute 'api sirse calitasvavlga 
niyantranavyaprtavampanim / 
* • A. • 
pratiprharaprasrtanyahastam 
- — 31 
virah kabandham dvisato 'bhyandit // 
30. MV, IX. 30. 
31. Ibid, IX. 39. 
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Through Goddess Madhura's voice describing the 
miseries and hard days of the subjects in a pathetic 
way the poet presents the Karunarasa. In this v;ay all 
rasas were presented with dexterity in this Mahakavya. 
•6, ALANKARAS 
It is said that South Indians are fond of employing 
_ 32 - - - • t -
utpreksa. Vidyanatha in his Prataparudrayasobhusana 
— 33 
mentions twenty seven divisions of utpreksa« 
So Gahga Devi also in her poem gave more importance 
to utpreksa. But she also employs rupaka, atisayokti^ 
bhrantiman# upama» drstanta, svabhavokti and other^alankaras. 
She also uses Sabdalankaras like anuprasa, yamaka in her 
A 
poem. It is no exaggeration to say that in the Madhuravijaya 
every stanza contains a special feature. Following verses 
are some examples to illustrate her skill in poetics. 
A. Arthalahkaras 
Utpreksa: 
Mammata in his Ka'vyaprakasa defines utpreks"a as 
- — 34 
sambhavanam adhotpreksa prakrtasya samena yat. It means 
that, when, under description is imagined to be identical 
with a thing which is not under description but similar 
to it, the figure is Utpreksa, 
33. ^ mqpreksa daksinatyesu/ 
33. Prataparudrayasobhlgsana. arthalankarah, pp. 383-395. 
34. Kavyaprakitsa, X. 137. 
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Gahga Devi in the following stanza beautifully uses 
utpreksa. The Sun is setting or descending in the v/estren 
ocean. 3ut the poet attributes a motive for this every 
day event. She says that the Sun is entering the v/estren 
ocean as if he wants to replemish the heat from the sub-
marine fire, betause during the day his heat was drunk 
up by the lotuses. This shows how skillful Gahga Dovi is 
in grasping the beauty of the nature and decorate her 
imagination colourfully. 
paricusitadiptir aml^aih 
punar usmanam iviptum aurvatah / 
rayavalgitavahano ravih 
payasam risim avapa pascimam // 
At several other places also# for example, 1. 44 
and I. 59, she employs utpreksa skilfully. 
Rupaka: 
"SC 
For Mammata, samastavastuvisayam srauta aropita yada 
is nlpaka. That means when, in ord6r to indicate extreme 
likeness between Upamana and Upameya, they are represented 
as non-different, the upameya not beiny denied, the tigure 
is rupaka. 
• • • • • • • •! I — • I 1 I •• ^ 1 • • » • 11 • - . , . — • t l . » ^ . , . l , I • I •• I 
35. MV, VII. 2. * VII. 28, IX. 25, 33, 40. 
36. Kavyapraklsa, X. 140. 
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Canto V of Madjiuravliay'a deals with the description 
of seasons(rtu). While describing the early autumn, 
Gahga Devi utilises rupaka to further enhance her poetic 
dexerity. The stanza cited below indicates high poetic 
quality of Gahga Devi, Ihe early autumn sk,-^  without 
clouds is compared with a lion. The dignified face of 
the lion is like the Sun. His bright red eyes are aes-
cribed as blossoming China-'roses( jap"5kusuma) . The manes 
are kasa grass with white efflorescence. 
While describing the rainy season, Ganga Devi 
compares the thick black clouds with elephants. Autatin 
has cloudless' sky. Describing the autximn as a lion, shows 
the acumen of Gahga Devi. The sight of the lion make 
the elephants run. There is an undercurrent of suggestion 
namely the victory of Kampana over the Sultan of Madurai. 
The Muslim rule is indicated as cloudy sky of the rainy 
season, the expedition of Kampana started during the 
early autumn, which is an indication of clearing those 
clouds. 
vidhutakasasatabharabhasurah 
prakatitorujaparunalocanh / 
vyaghatayad ghanadantighatah sphurad 
— — 37 
ravimukah saradagamakesari // 
Other examples fox iTlp^ ka can be seen in I. 8, 12; IV. 13, 
43; VII. 23, 31; VIII. 32, 33, 
37. MV, V. 39. 
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Upama: * 
The principle for upama, according to the Kavyaprakasa, 
38 is sadharmya-wupama bhede. Mammata explains that< the 
figure of speech called upama occurs when common qualities 
are established between tv.'0 things, but at the same time 
maintaining their distinctness. 
Gahga Devi, in canto VIII of her poem Madhuravijaya, 
dramatically introduces a dream scene. It is, the 
appearance of goddess iMadurai before Kampana in a pitiable 
and pathetic condition. She narrates the deteriorated 
condition of the people and their dharma. she finds 
a liberator in Kampana, She blesses him and presents 
a devine sword. The devine sword is described in the 
stanza given below, 
adha tarn kaladhautakosatah ssT 
* • 
karalagnatsarur uccakhana khadgam / 
aciroj Jhitakancukanubandha-
39 
sputakaloragabhogasamyabhajam // 
Gahga Devi compares the devine sword with a black 
cobra. The sword drawn-out from" the shining golcen sheath 
looked a black snake who had just come out of its slough. 
In this verse Gan^a DevT not only cxibits her ability 
of using the simily but also displays her command over 
the language. She implys upamai at I. 73; IX. 18, 21 also. 
t 
38, KSvyaprakasa, X. 125. 
39, MV, VIII. 18. 
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Bhrantiroan: 
- — f 40 
Bhrantlman anyasatnvit tattulyadarsane, says 
Mammata in his KSvyaprakSsa. It implies, when at the 
sight of a thing which forms the subject of description 
upameya another thing which does not form the subject of 
description upam^na is cognized through resea\blance, the 
figure is bhrantiman. To put it simply when the upamana 
is charmingly mistaken for the upameya there is bhrantiman. 
It should be noted that the mistake must not be gross 
but poetical, 
Gahga Devi, in the following stanza describes the 
Sun set in a delightful manner. She describes that the 
reflection of the setting Sun in westren ocean created 
the false illusion of golden cymbols(kancar?tala) of 
Lord Siva, According to Hindu mythology. Lord oiva rjances 
every evening at the time of Sun-set. Here the poet 
expresses her profound knowledge of mythology. She 
charmingly expresses the beauty of the nature during the 
Sun-set with the golden cymbols which imply the tune of 
the time, 
caramambudhivicicumbita-
pratibimbasrayi raandalam raveh / 
divasantanatasya dhurjater 
_ «, 41 
vidadhe kancanatalvibhramam // 
In ether cantos also she skilfully uses tnis alankara, 
for example, IV, 66; VI, 6, 10, 
40, KavyaprakSsa, x, 200. 41, MV, VII, 9. 
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Atisayokti: 
According to Mammata, Atisayokti consists of 
* 
nigijr/adhyavasanam tu prakrtasyo parena yat / 
prastutasya yad anyatvam yady arthoktau ca kalpanam // 
karyakaranayor yas ca paurvaparyaviparyayah 
— — 4.9 
vljneya 'tlsayoktlh sa // 
It means that, when the visayin that upamana or aprastuta 
swallows up the vlsaya that is upameya or prastufe»,or 
when a prastuta is imagined to be something else, or when 
there is a reversal of the order of cause and effect, 
the figure is atisayokti. 
Ganga Devi, while describing the marching of the 
army of Kampana against Camparaya, in canto IV of /ladhura-
vllaya, presents a remarkable imagination, Adisesa 
feels the burden of the weight of the marching army of 
Kampana. But at the same time, he feels th3t the eartn 
has become lighter to some extent because the marching 
feet of the soldiers raised lot of dust. The iiin^ .u 
mythology believes that the burden of the earth is borne 
by Adisesa. 
rajobhir muhuruddhutair 
laghubhavati bhUbhare / 
katharacit prtanabhiram 
caksame phaninain pa tin // 
More examples for Atisayokti are seen in 1. 57; V. 75, 
42. Kavyapr^kasa, X, 153. 
43. MV, IV. 36. 
d7 
Kivyalihga; 
Defining Kavyalinqa Mamraata says; Kavyalinqam hetor 
- - 44 
vakyapadarthata. It means that when the sense of a 
sentence or of a single word or of several words is stated 
as the cause, the figure is kavyalinqa. 
Gangi Devi in her poem uses this alahkara at many 
places. In the fifth canto, the poet gave various reasons 
for Kampana s increasing love towards his ladies. rhey 
also showed special care to attract him. 
In rainy season the ladies used to decorate their 
curly hair with seasonal evening blossoming mSlati 
flowers. They scented their cloths with agaru fumes and 
perfumed themselve with musk. It is for this reason, 
they could attract Kampana, 
tamaharnn aharatyayamiTlat i-
. kusxiroadanturakuntalakantayah / 
parihi^t^garudhiTpitavasasah 
l> 45 
sutanavo mrganahisugandhayah / / 
She uses t h i s a l ahka ra in 1,14; I I , 9} 34, 37; IV. 17, 
62 , 64; V. 2 1 , 22, 34, 35, 36, 55 , 6 1 , 72; VI I . 42; and 
V I I I . l i e t c . 
44 . Kavyaprakasa, X. 174, 
4 5 . KV, V. 3 5 . 
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Nidar4ani: 
Giving the definition to Nidarsana Maminata says: 
— 46 
abhavanvasatusambandha upamapari kalpakah. v.Tien the 
r 
non existence of any relation between two things implies 
similarity then it is called as gidarfeana. 
with great skill Gahga Devi uses this figure of 
speech in her kavya. Giving a detailed description of 
Kampana's army and the dust raised by his forces, the 
poet shows her skill in giving a variety of similies. 
At one place in fourth canto she says: 
vitenire karenunam karaslkararenavah / 
« • • • 
_ - 47 
ghanasya senarajasah karakakaracaturim // 
In this verse,it is said that the water particles sprayed 
from the trunks of elephants had borne the beauty of hail-
stones. The beauty of the hail-stones can be borne only by 
hail-stones. But by stating that the water particles 
bear this beauty,,a similarity between the water particles 
and the hail stones so implied. 
Prativastupama; 
Mammata defines prativasupama as follows 
prativastupama tu sa samanyasya 
48 dvir ekasya yatra vakyaivaye sthitih / 
46» Klavyaprakasa, X. 149. 
47, MV, IV. 42. 
48. Kavyaprakala, X. 154. 
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It means that when one and the same common equality 
is stated two times in two sentences the sense of one 
consisting of Upamana and the other consisting of Upameya 
the figuee is prativastupamS. 
This alahkara is employed in the Madhuravijaya also 
at aany places, Gahga Devi decorates her kavya with tnese 
alahkaras using pritivatHpama in first canto. 
cauryarjitena kavyena kiyad divyati durjanah / 
aharyarago na ciram rucirah krtrimopalah // 49 
In this stanza the poet uses for one coramon property 
radience two different words divyati and rucirah. In 
the first line the poet criticises plagiarists who steal 
others writings and shine only for a short time. In the 
second line she gives the parallel of artificially 
coloured gem which shines for a short while only, .Mth 
this beautiful simily she indirectly compares the vartu-
ous kavya with a precious stone and a stolen poem with 
an artificial stone, Gahga Devi uses this figure of speech 
in I. 19, III. 31. 
Drastatah: 
In Kavyaprakasa, Mammata says aoout drastanf; 
drat'antah punare etesam sarvesam pratibimbanam / 
When there is biwha prtibimba bhava between the upameya 
and upamaha^ between their adaiticnal qualities the figure 
is called drstanta. 
49! MV, I. 21. 
50. Kavyaprakasa, X. 155, 
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Ganga Devi, in canto III of '^^ adhuravijaya gives 
many examples for drat'anta O'lahkara, These examples show 
her ability and skillin politics. Giving a timely aavice 
to his Son for campaign to Madurai Bukka says to Kampana 
with a simple example; 
athlbhibhutakhilavanyabhubr tas 
turuskabhangas tava naiva duskarah / 
nigirnasakha^atasarahatih katham 
*• - 51 
taruprkandam na dahed davanalah // 
As a prelude to victory over the Turska king Bukka 
advices his son first to defeat all those tribal kin.js. 
Then only it will be easy to him to break the power oi 
Turuska, For this he shows a simple example. It would 
not be difficult for forest -fire which has consume a flames 
of hundreds of branches of a tree* to destroy its trunk. 
Svabhavokti: 
8vabhavoktistu dimbhadeh sykriya rupya:nanam// 
This is the definition ot svabhavokti given by Xammata 
in his Kavyaprakasa. When action, form and other character-
sties of a child, a young lady, or an animal etc. are 
described the figure is called svabhavokti. 
Gahga Devi, a worshiper of the Nature, dispiayt* her 
skill in decorating her kavya with precious ornaments 
of sabdalanakaras and as well as arthalahkaras. Ihe 
following verses will show us Lue glimpses of young woman 
(qopavadhu) guarding rice fielJ, v lO decorates her neck 
51; MV? III. 42. ' 52, Kavyaprakasa, X. 16$ 
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with garlands of pearls that had come out of tho bur st-
ing of a ripe red sugarcane, sang the spotless fame of 
the Xing, With this natural description here the poet 
depicts a peaceful and a wealthy society of that time. 
parinateksupariyutamauktika . 
grathitaharamanoharaniurtibhih / 
visadam asya yaso nrpateh kala^ n 
53 kalamagopavadhubhir agayata // 
Gahga Devi uses this alahkara in other places alsc. 
Stanzas such as IV. 50; V, 16; 32, 49; VIII. 31 are a 
few examples to exihibit her skill in svabhavokti. 
Gahga Devi also makes use of Parinama in iv. 60, 
74; Malopama in 11. 12; Sandeha in I. 41; Vyajokti in 
Vi. 8; Parisamkhya in I. 65; VivHavana in Vi. 4; 
Yadhasamkhya in II. 36; Vvatlreka in II. 36, III. 12, 22; 
V. 52; Sahokti in II, 16; VirodhabHasa in IX. 13; Parikara 
in IV. 48. 
These are a veiry few examples to show her aoility 
in poetics, 
53 . MV, V. 48. 
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B. Sabdalahkiras 
Anuprasa: 
-. - / 54 -' 
Varnasamyam anuprasah» The meaning oil Anuprasa 
(alliteration) is that it consists in the same consone-nts 
* 
being repeated, even though the vowels may different. 
Similarly Ganga Devi uses consonents 'va' anj 'na' 
repeatedly many times and beautifies the rythm of the sloka. 
vanipaniparamrstavi.nanikvanaharinim 
- — 55 
bhavayanti katham vanye bhattabana sy.o/bharatim// 
Vrtyanuprasa: 
Mammata defines vrtyanuprasa as ekasyapy asakrt parah. 
Vrtyanuprasa consists in the repetition of one or several 
consonents more than once, it beutifies the style ani 
helps the suggestion of a rasa. 
To cite an example of Gahga Devi's usage of vrtyanuprasa, 
note the following sloka. In this sloka the poet repeats 
consonents such as 'la', and 'vo'. It is a demonstration 
of literary skill with an appealing musical sound. 
vikasadvanitavalli-vil^savanavatika 
daksinasasarojaksi-phaXalilalalatika // 
5 4 . Kavyaprakaa^* IX. 104 . 
5 5 . MV, I . 8 . 
5 6 , KavyapraJcasa, IX, 107 , 
5 7 , MV, I , 5 1 . 
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xamaKa: 
Manmiata defines the principle of Yamaka as arthe 
saty arthabhinnanam varrianam sa punah srutih yainakam, 
• • • 
That is the repetition of a group of letters in the same 
order with a different meaning constitutes yamaka. 
Yamaka is a sa^lankara, rather it means playing with 
words, A particular word is repeatedly used with different 
meaning in the same verse. 
Following stanza shows the art of Gahg^ Devi to 
play with words. Here she makes use of yamakalahkara. 
In. this stanza, she uses the 'varitfthih' in the first 
and second line. In the first line it carries the meaning 
"those who were stopped", whereas in the second line 
the word is broken up into vari tabhih ( by them water). 
In a similar fashion, the word *carcikabhih' is repeated 
in the third and.fourth lines. In the third it is used 
for the decorative marks with sandal, and in the fourth 
it meant for Kampana's graceful ladies(macarcikabhih). 
api dayitatamena vlritabhir 
grhasaraso vijahe na vari tabhih 
parilulitalal'araacarcikabhir 
- . - 59 
vihrti rasan mahilama carcikabhih // 
Gahga Devi presents e</ery verse with speci-;l care 
by 
using different alankaras. In the Kadhuravijaya, we 
notice every verse composed with utter care of scholar-
ship and poetic skill,. 
• " ' I • • • ' ' - • • • - • . • 
58. Kavyaprakasa, IX, 117. 59. MV, Vi. 65. 
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The Madhuravijaya ig written in Vaidarbhi style; Her 
verses are so delicate and easy to understanfl that she 
wrote it in draksap¥ka» In his Prataparudrayasobhusana, 
ViiySnatha defines draksap'aka thus: 
— — 60 draksapakah sakathito bahir antah sphuradrasah 
• • • « 
In the following examples, we can see her delicate use 
of words with lucid meaning, 
karnalamodamadhuraih kalahmsakulakulaih / (1. 49) 
• A 
vikasadvanitavallivilasavanavalika / (I. 59) 
7. GANGA. DEVI'S SCHOLARSHIP 
Gahga Devi dii not give any important information 
about her parentage or about herself. So we can only 
assume that she flourished between 1353 A,D. to 13/4 M.D. 
Under Visvanatha's able guidence she studied all classics, 
sastras, vedic lore with great perception. Her aepth 
of knowledge and genius shines throughout her poem. 
Along with all classics she appears to have studied 
deeply Samudrikasastra, Manudharuiasastra, all puran'as. 
poetics specially Dandin's Kavyadarsa, Mam.nata's 
Kavyaprakisa, Agastya's(Vidyanatha),Prataparudrayasobhusana 
and Dhananjaya's Dasarupaka very well. She also studied 
Devesa's Kavikari>alata. She had thorough knowledge in 
Ratnasastra, Asvasastra and Gajasastra too. 
60, Prataparudrayasobhusana^ Kavyaprakaranam-35, 
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In her poem wherever necessax7 Gahga Devi used all 
this knowledge appropriately, 
(a) Her Jcnowledge of Vedic lore can be seen at 
the very begining of the poem. 1.2; IV. 19. 
(b) Her skill and deep study in palmistry is found 
in the second canto. 
(c) The knowledge of Manudharmasastra is displayed 
in the description of the fort. I. 48, of 
Jatakarma 11,33, Gambling II, 28, and drinking 
wine III, 29, 30. 
(d) She showed her knowledge about Asva and Gaja-
sastras in fourth and concluding cantos. 
(e) The Capital of Vijayanagara empire, and the 
principal queen of Bukka were described accord-
ing to Devesa's Kav\i .kalpalata in first and 
second cantos, 
(f) She displayed her knowledge about Ratnasastra 
in- I, 58 and IV, 14 etc, 
(g) She described all seasons according Kavikalpalata 
in fifth canto. 
(h) Her beautiful description about the ornaments 
of pearls and precious stones can be seen in 
fifth and six cantos, 
(i) The descriptions of the evening is according 
to the Dasarupaka. 
These are only some examples to show her scholarship in 
all sastras. Her knowledge in mythology, purinas and epics 
can be seen every where in this poem. 
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As a gi-fted poet Gang's Devi, decorates her kavya as 
a beautiful, ornamented lady with all her talents, Ihe 
Entire Kavya shines with her delicate and tender female 
ideas. These ideas attract the readers like the fragrance 
of a flower. This femine touch in her poetry c<3n l^s s G fen 
every where in this kavya. 
She tries to depict the woman as vituous and 
beautiful one(I,19). In the seventh canto , dark night 
is cojjared to a mother (VII. 32), to beautiful woman 
(VII, 33). She illustrates the eastren region as a 
pregnant lady and as a pretty maiden(Vll.35, 3t6). .-.t 
one place she glorifies the beauty of damsel called 
the eastren region with white silk of moonlight presented 
to her by the night(VII. 46). 
sasimandaisahkhapetakad 
avakrsya ksapaya samarpitam / 
kumudacchavi kaumudimayam 
dadhati ksaumam abhaddigahgana // 
She introduces herself very gracefully in seventh 
canto. One evening, Kampana requests her to describe 
the night in her nectar-like words. Kampana sayij : 
"Oh! lotus eyed dear, let this hour be spent by your 
sweet descriptions of the night, I am eagerly wanting 
to drink the nectar of your poetry with my ears." 
61. MV, VII. 40. 
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She appears in front of the readers with beautiful lotus 
face with white clear smile on her face slowly began to 
describe the night. 
f - _ iti sa dayiena ohasita 
daranamram dadhati mukhavUnbujam / 
vadati sraa sanaih sucismita 
sarasodarapadam sarasvatim // 
It can be said without any hesitation that the 
entire Madhuravijaya is "sarasodarapada*, 
62. MV, VII. 41. 
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,C H A P T E R V I 
INFLUENCE OF SANSKRIT AND TELUGU POETS 
. ON GANGA DEVI 
At the begining of the Madhuravijaya^ Gahga Devi 
pays homage to some great poets in Sanskrit and Telugu. 
These thirteen stanzas (MV, I. 4-16) are important in 
several respects. In her praise of each poet, she 
mentions in a pithy way thet most characteristic quality 
of the poet. These stanzas are assessments of the merits 
of the concerned poet or what can be called, literary 
criticism. STBCondly, by praising these poets Gahga Devi 
acknowledges her deep knowledge of the works of these 
poets and their influence on her. Influence does not 
mean that Gahga Devi blindly imitated these poets; it 
means Gahga Devi's poem is enriched by her knowledge of 
the works of various poets. Che takes up an idea or 
motif from another poet and elaborates upon it in an 
t 
orginal way. 
Thirdly, some of the poets eulogised by Gahga Devi 
belong to her region and times. 
Among uncountable names in Sanskrit literature she 
chose only a very few poets whose works had immense 
influence on her. She paid rich tributes to those great 
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poets such as Valmiki, Vyasa, Kalidasa, Bhatta Bana, 
Bharavi, Dandin, Bhavabhuti; specially from Andhra 
reion, such as Kriyasakti, Lilasuka, Tikkana, Agastya, 
Gangadhara, and her oivn guru Visvanatha. 
1. Kriyasakti 
I I 
Immediately after the invocation of Ganesa, oiva, 
Parvati and Sarasvati, she pays rich tributes to 
Kriyasaktj the kulaguru of Vijayanagara kingdom. She 
praises him as another Trilocana, unparlleled in wisdom 
and brilliance. 
The fact that Ktiyasakti is mentioned even Derore 
Valmiki shows his importance for Vijayanagara royal 
family. 
2. Valmiki 
Valmiki is mentioned as the first poet on the earth 
and as muni. He is to center clarity of niindCprasada) , 
The implication is that, according to Gahga Devi, 
pras'ada (lucidity) is the main characterstic of Valmiki. 
a, Vyasa 
iVhile praising Vyasa, Gahcia Devi compares his work, the 
Mahaoha'ratha, to a sugar cane, because there is a^thetic 
pleasure(sara) in each parvan of the MahSbha"rata, just 
as there is sweet juice(sara) in each segment (parvan) 
of the sugar cane. 
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vaiyasake giram gximphe pundreksav iva lati.hyate/ 
sadyah sahrday'ahladi sarah oarvani parvani // 
Significantly, the last line of this stanza became pro-
verbial in Andhra, On the cover page of the Telugu 
Mahabharata,they write even today 
_ parvapi 
sarah parvani^ ,to which a new line is added, prati-
parva-rasaspadam. These lines are accompanied by illus-
trations of asugar cane and ocean. The underlying idea 
is, just as there is sweet juice (sara or rasa) ir. each 
segment (parvan) of the sugar cane, just as there is tid<_ 
(sara or rasa)in the ocean ^t each Purnima or Airiavasya 
(parvan), even so in each parvan of the Mahabharata 
there is aesthetic pleasure (sara or rasa). This shows 
that Ganga Devi's poem was extremely popular in Telugu 
speaking areas. 
4, Kalidasa 
Ganga Devi was very much influenced by the works 
of Kalidasa. Quite often she skilfully imitates Kalldasa. 
Paying rich tributes to Kalidasa, she says: " iVho are 
the poets that do not play the role of a slave to 
Kalidasa? Even now they live by 'his idea,"According 
1. MVM I. 6. 
2, MV, 1, 7: dasatam kalidasasya kavayah ke na bibhrati / 
idanim api tasyirthan upajivanty amT yatah // 
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to her it is a merit of poetry to imitate kalidasa's 
poetry. 
Her deep study of Kalidasa's works is seen in her 
use of tender expressions in the descriptions, in her 
poetic style. Especially, in Gahga Devi's descriptions. 
of Vijayanagara, of the queen's pregnency, Karapana's 
birth and childhood, we can see clear influence of 
Raghuvamsa. For example, giving natural description of 
pregnent queen Devayi, Ganga Devi says: 
garbhasthitasyeva sisor vidhatum 
vasundharamandalabharasiksim / 
arocayat parthivadharmapatni 
- - - 3 
manye mrdasvadarasauubandham // 
This sloka has many similarities with a stanza in the 
Raghuvamsa. Describing Sudaksina, Kalldasa says: 
divam marutvan iva 'bhoksyate bhuvam 
digantavisrantaratho hi tatsutah / 
ato 'bhilase prathamam tadhavidhe 
mano babandhanyarasan vilahghya sa // 
Giving a significant meaning to the names of the 
kings is a special feature of Kalidasa's poetry. In his 
Raghuvamsa, giving the meaning of 'Raghu' he says: 
( 
- - - - - • • • ' - I I II. I •• I I I 
3. MV, II. 3. 
4. Raghuvamsa, III, 4. 
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srutasya yayad ayam antam arbhakas 
tatha paresara yudhl ceti parthivah / 
aveksya dKator gamanartham arthavic 
cakara nanmia raghum atmasambhavam // 
The same method was followed by Ganga Devi while giving 
the meaning of Karnpana'in the following verse: 
akampayisyaty ayam ekavirah 
sangraraarahge sakal'an aratin 
ity eva niseitya sa dirghadarsi 
namna sutam kampana ity akarsit // 
In the descriptions of the seasons/ she mostly follows 
the Rtusamhara and Keghaduta, The descriptions of the 
dusk and the moon rise have similarities with such des-
criptions in the Kumarasamhhava. The appearance of Goddess 
Madurai and her naration of the mi:;eries resembles th^ -
presiding deity of Ayodhya telling her miseries to King 
Kusa in Raqhuvamsa(XVI. t2). 
In the first canto, fiftysixth sloka, Gahga Devi 
describes the pearl-ball oC the beautiful young ladies. 
In the Kumarasambhava, Kalidasa descrioed Parvati play-
ing with her friends with a ball. Kalidis<*. in his 
Meghaduta says: 
5. Raqhuvamsa, III. 4. 
4 
6. MV, II. 34. 
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vldyutvantam lalitavanitah sendrcapajn sacitrah 
sangitaya prahatamrajah snigdhagarabhlraghosam / 
antastoyam manimayabhuvas tuhgam abhramlihagrah 
TL I 1 
prasadas tvam tulayit. m alam yatra tais tair visesaih // 
The following stanza has some resemblences: 
. - JL. 
yatra saudhesu sahgitamfangapratinadisu 
akande tandavarambham vltanvanti sikhandinah // 
Describing the pregnent queen Sudaksina, Kalidasa 
says in his Raghuvamsa; 
nidhanagarbham iva sagarambaram 
samim ivabhyant^rallnapavakam / 
nadim ivantahsalilam sarasvatim 
— - _ 9 
nrpah sasattvam mahisim amanyata // 
* — ' * * 
where as Gahga Devi's description of the pregnent queen 
Devayi runs thus: 
tam a.Tibugarbham iva meghamal'am 
velam ivabhyantaralinacandram / 
ahtastharatnam iva suktirekham 
apannasattvam prabhur abhyanandat // 
In the Raghuvamsa^ the king performs the rite ot 
4 
pumsavana: 
7. Megtteuta, uttarjbhaga^ I s l o k a . 
8 . MV, I . 5 7 . 
9 . Raghuvamsa, I I I . 9 , 
1 0 . MV, I I . 1 2 . 
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priyanurlgaaya manahsamunnater 
bhujlrjItanam ca digantasampadam / 
yathakramatn -piomsavanidikah kriy'a 
If— I- ' 11 
srtes ca dhirah sadrsir vyadhdtta sah // 
Afhereas in Madhuravijaya^ Ring Bukka also did the same: 
tatiniparam tapaherah prajanam 
purohitoktya puruhutakalpah / 
vyadhtta kaXe Vibhavanurupain 
pumsam varah pumsavanakriyam sah // 
Ganga Devi concludes her description of the Hemanta 
with the following verse: 
bahulakunkumapankavilepana-
prasrmarosmapayQdharamandalaih / 
aramataviratara ramanijanair 
13 
agarugandhisu garbhagrhesu sah// 
This reminds us of the following by Kalidlsa : 
payodharaih kuhkumaragapinjaraih 
sukhopasevyair navayauvanosmabhih / 
viiasinibhih paripiditorasah 
/- _ _ 14 
svapanti sitam paribhuya kaminah // 
Thus Gahga Devi echoed Kalid¥sa's ideas throughout 
her poem, for to imitate Kalidasa is the sign of good 
poetry, according to her. 
11, Raghuvamsa, III. 10, 
12. MV, II. 13. 
13. Ibid, V. 55. 
14. Rtusamhara, V. 9. 
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3« ^atta Sana 
• • 
After KSlidisa, Gahga Devi pays a tribute to iihatta 
Bana and praises in the following words: 
vSnipSniparamrstavinanilcvanaharinlm / 
- — 15 
bhavayanti katham vanye bhattabanasya bharatim / 
Her thorough study of the Kadambarl and the influence 
of Baha Bhatta's works is reflected in the Madhuravijaya• 
The Kadambarl starts with a description of king Sudraka 
thus: 
asid asesanarapatisirahsamabhyarcitasasanah / 
Ganga Devi also starts her story with the description 
of her father-in-law Bukka in the following manner: 
a^it samastasamantaioastakanyastai^a sanah / 
In the Madhugyjjaya, king Bukka gives a long 
discourse to his son.' This is largely mcdlled after 
SukanSsopadesa in Kadambarl, SukanS^ oifeleia starts thus 
arudhavinaym api vlnltatarlm icchan 
kartum sukanasah savistaram uvaca / 
Whereas Ganga Devi commences as follows: 
arativargonmathanena visrutam 
vidhStum atyantavinltam apy amurn / 
kadScid arthollasitena bhupatih 
- ' 19 
sa vangmayenaivam upadisat sutam // 
15, MV, I. 8. 
16, Kadambarl 
17, MV, I. 26. 
, Kathamukha, Sudraka varnana^ p. 10. 
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Explaining the importance of updesa, Sukanasa says 
to Candrapida: gurupadesas ca nama purusanam akhilama*A/-
prkas'a lanaksamam ajalam snanam. ... asuvarnaviracana 
• < • 
_ — •" — 20 
agramyam kar .nabharanam atitajyotir alokah . cinnilar 
idea is expressed by Gahga Devi in the following stanza: 
^urupadesah kila kathayate budhair 
akarkasam kincana ratnakundalam / 
• « • 
amecakam nutanam anjanam satam 
21 ajatag3trak;|ayam adbhutam tapah // 
Further she says that bad people do not listen to the 
good advice of their leaders* 
muhuhprasarpanmadamiliteksanah 
ksaiiadhirohadrajaso malimasah / 
gaja iva stambhaniruddhacetasah 
khaia na grhnanti niyantrcoditam // 
In the Kadambari also the same idea occurs: srnvanto 
'pi ca qajanimilitenavadhirayantah khedayanti hitopa-
de^avadino qurun.-
18. Kadambari, Kathamukha, Sukaniisopadesa, p. 313. 
19. MV, III. 20. 
20. Kadambari/ Kathamukha, Sukanasopadesa, p. 317. 
21. MV, III. 22. 
22. Ibid, III. 23. 
23. Kadambari, Kathamukha, Sukanasopadesa, p. 318. 
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6* Miiravl 
Gahga devi says that ju^t as a garland of vakula 
flowers emits more fragrance after it is crushed again 
and again, even so Bharavl's poem gives greater pleasure 
the more one ponders over it. Implied is the tact tnat 
there is a depth of mening(arthaqaurava) in Bharavf^ 
poetry, Bh^ravi's influence can be seen in one or two 
places in the Madhuravi1aya. In sixth canto, the water 
sports are described thus: 
visadam adheram alcsy ananjanabhara 
vigatalalama vitanvati lalatam / 
ratir iva jalakelir ahgananam 
- _ - 25 
' avanipateh sprhaniyatam ayasit // 
Whereas Bhiravi, describing the water sports, says; 
vipatralekha niralaktakadhara 
niranjanaksir api bibhrati sriyam / 
niriksya rami bubudhe nabhascarair 
almkrtara tadvapusaiva mandanam // 
< • • 
Describing the nail marks on the breast of the oeauti-
ful Kuntala ladies, poet Ganga Devi Says: 
parimusitapaticalepanesv apy 
aviralalagnasarojakesaresu / 
kucakalasatatesu kuntalinam 
- — - 27 
nakharapadani na lak^itany abhuvan // 
I - - — — — .. ' II 
24. HV, I. 9. 
25. Ibid, VI. 62. 
26. Kiratarluniyam , VIII. 40. 27. MV, VI. 63. 
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The inspiration behind this verse may be the following 
by Bhlravi: 
tirohitantani nitantam akulair 
apam vigahad alakaih prasaribhih / 
yayur vadhunam vadanani tulyatam 
28 dvirephabrndantaritaih saroiruhaih // 
In the seventh canto of ^ adhuravijaya» describing 
the natural changes of the dusk time, she slightly followed 
— 29 
the idea of Bharavi. 
7. Bhavabhuti 
In her tribute to Bhavabhijti, Gahga Devi compares 
his composition to Kamadhenu, for they produce in the 
ears of the scholars a pleasure just liice the drinking 
of ambrosia. 
si kapi surabhih sanke bhavabhuteh sarasvati / 
karnesu labdhavarnanam sute sukhamayim sudham // 
Ganga Devi's description of Bukka reminds us of 
Bhavabhuti's similar description. She says that Bukka 
is 
tigmarasor api tejasvi sitarasor api sitalah / 
sagarad api gambhirah sumeror api yah sthirah // 
,_ t 
28. Kiratarjuniyam , VIII, 47. 
29,MV, VII. 2, 4., 5, 33, compare with Kiratarjuniya, 
VII. 13; IX. 63: IX.3 and IX. 26. 
30. MV, I. 11. 31, Ibid, I. 28. 
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Here we see the echo of Kiavabhuti 's verse in the 
Uttararamacari ta; 
vajrad api kathorani mrduni kusumad a p i / 
— — 32 
lokottaranam cet^msi ko hi vijifat\im a rha t i / / 
8. Lilasuka 
Lilasuka is said to belong to Rolluru in /mdhra 
pradesh. He wrote the famous Krpnakarnamrta. Ganga Devi 
compares his writings to the ocean of "honey flowing 
from the flower clusters of the mandara tree. 
mandarama*nj arisyandImakarndaras'abclhayah / 
*, - - 33 
kasya nahladanayalam kamarnrtakaver girah // 
Whether Liisuka belonged to Andhra or not* the 
following poets are definitely from Andhra region and 
they immensely influenced Gahga Devi, some of them are 
her contemporaries, 
9. Tikkana 
Tikkana translated the last fifteen parvans of the 
Mahabharata in Telugu, About him Gahg'a Devi says : 
" As thirsty cakoras love to drink the rays of the moon, 
poets also always find imtiense relish in tho composition 
of kavi Tikkana," 
Tlkkayasya kaveh suktih kaumudiva kalanidheh / 
<», 34 
satrsnaih kavibhi svairm cakorair iva sevyate // 
32, Uttararamparita* II. 7. 33. MV, I. 12, 
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Tikkana belongs to tJie thirteenth century A.D. rie 
did a great service to Telugu literature by translating^  
the Sanskrit Mahojbharata into Telugu language, i-'irst 
the iMahabharata § translation into Telugu language was 
started by Nannaya in the eleventh century A.J., under 
King Rajarajanarenara. He translated only Adi^ sabha 
and some part of Aranya parvans only. In Telugu liter-
« 
ature he is known as Adikavi. 
In the thirteenth century A.D., Tikkana, minister 
to king i^ Ianiimasiddhi of Vikramasinhapuri (modern Nellore 
in Apdhra pradesh), took up the task of co.apleting the 
gigantic work. 
Tikkana left the incomplete Aranya parvan of ^ a^nnaya 
US' _ 
and started from Virata-parvan and completed upto the 
l a s t Svarqarohana-parvan, the major pa r t of MahlbhTTrata 
fl 
containing fifteen parvans, V^e know only about the 
Telugu work of Tikkana, but his title "Ubhayakavimitra" 
shows that he may have written Sanskrit works also, 
34. MV, I. 13, Potukucci Subrahmanya Sastri, Sanskrit 
edition of MadhurSvijaya reads: tikkayajva-kaveh. 
35. K. Laksmi Ranjanam, Andhrula carltra samskr*ti, p. 233. 
« — ^ " ^ ' ••Mill! ^ ^ W M . ^ — 1 ^ — • I,, -t 
I l l 
In the Telugu translation of the Virata-parvan, 
there is a charming Sanskrit verse in praise of Harihara, 
kim asthimalara kim kaustubham va 
1 
pariskriyayam "^ j^ iimanyase tvam / 
kim k^ laklitah kim u va yasodastanyam 
* • • • 
— 36 
tava svadu vada prabho me // 
This verse is significant for two reasons. First Tikkana 
shows his knowledge of Sanskrit. Second, by praising 
Hari(Visnu) and Hara(Siva) together ,in the. form of 
Harihara, he is criticising the sectarian conflict 
between the followers of Siva and worshipers oi visnu. 
Tikkana is propagating a synthesis ot both religious 
sects. His teachings had influenced Vijayanagara kings, 
many of whom had the name Harihara, 
Ganga Devi, very deeply studied Tikkana's v^ orks, 
and those works deeply inspired her. In the tMadhuravijaya 
the influence of Tikkana can be seen in the ninth canto. 
10. Agastya 
Agastya also belongs to Andhradesa. He was a court 
poet of Kakatiya King Prataparudra Deva II of 'Warangal 
(1294- 1325 A.D.) and was probably patronised by Sangama 
37 
and Bukka I of Viajayanagara. As a master of literary 
art, Gahg"a Devi menticns him as the author of seventyfour 
kavyas, and as poet of great vorsitality. He became 
36. Andhramahlbharatha, Virata parvan, I. 10. 
— • * 
37. HCSL, p. 214. 
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famous by name of VidyanStha, because of his scholarship. 
And under that name he wrote the famous book Prataparudra-
yasobhusana on poetics. Ganga Devi praises him as 
follows: 
catuhsaptatikavyoktivyaktavaidusyasampade / 
_ 38 
agastyaya jagaty astnin sprhyet ko na kavidah // 
Agastya, aprt from th© Pratapamadrayasobhusana^ 
has written Balabharata(poem in twenty cantos),^rsnacarita 
• • • 
(prose on the life of Lord Krsna), Nalakirtikaumudi(poem 
on Nala, only two cantos are-available) and the i'ollow-
ing stotras: Laksmistotra, Sivastava» LaiitTasahasran^ma, 
Manipariksa, ;^ ivasamhita and SakaJadhikara. ^^ 
11. Gahgadhara 
Gangadhara is the husbanj of Agastya's sistei. 
Ganga Devi adored him as the second Vy"asa, because he 
dramatised the Mahabharata story. Most probably he was 
the author of the two plays Candravilaga. and Raghavabnyudaya. 4( 
38. MV. I. 14. 
39. HC3L. pp. 214-215. 
40. MV. I. 15: HSCL, p. 652. 
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12. Viivanitha 
Vlsvanatha was the guru of Ganga Devi. Describing 
him as kavisvara/ she prays for his longevity, ohe says 
that it is only through his grace even individual like 
her have become scholars in all sastras and kavyas of 
Sanskrit literature. 
ciram sa vijayi bhuylit visvaHath. kavisvarah / 
yasya prasadat sarvjjnyam samindhe madrsesv api // 
Visvan^tha also beJ.ongs to v^ farangal. Ke was also a 
court poet of Prataparudradeva, To entertain an assembly 
_ a, — 
of scholars at kaktiya court, he wrote a one act palay 
Sauqandhikaharana. 
rajna prataparudradeva .sambhavitair asesa-vidye-
visesa-sarasarvanjnadhaureya-matihbih sabhasadbhir 
iihuya sabahumanam adisto 'smi/ 
• # 
visvanatha iti khyataA kavir astu yaduktayah/ 
A O 
akancanam aratnam ca vidusam karnabhusanafr. // 
• « # » • • 
Under his able guidenoe, Gahga Devi became a 
versatile genius. Agastya and Visvanatha influenced 
Gang^ i Levi very much and made her to write this beauti-
ful poem Madhur^vijaya. Agastya was maternal uncle and 
• — / — 
Gangadhara was his father. Visvanatha praises his 
maternal uncle Agastya in the following verse: 
41. MV, I. 16. 
42. Saugandhlkaharana, 2, 3. 
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vacas tasya kaver udaramadhura ity atra citram kim u 
prakhyatah sakalasu diksu gunisu srey"an agastyah suahih / 
V\/ - _ r - > -
vedscandramukhi-karangulidalasangakvanad-vallaki 
K » 
vacoyukti-sahoktl-darsita-sudhaJarMtia sa yan matulah / / 
/ -
13. Sriharsa 
Gahga Devi did not mention Sriharsa along with other 
great poets of Sanskrit literature. But she was intluenced 
/ - -
by Sriharsa's Kaisadhiyacarita, especially the cescription 
of king Nala's horse and the description or the moon rise 
44 in the night. 
Sriharsa describes Nala's horse in a long kukaka. 
Likewise Gahga Devi devotes nine stanzas for the descrip-
tion of Kampana's horse, Gahgli Devi says: 
mukhalinakhalinahir acchapalyaynacchadah/ 
— ^5 
vapusapi garxitmantam anugantum-ivotsukh //* 
/ -The source for this may be the following by sriharsa: 
api dvljihvabhyavaharapauruse 
mukhanusktayatavalguvalgaya / 
upeyivamsam pratimallatam raya 
• 46 
smaye jitasya prasabhara garutmatah // 
43, Saugandhikaharana, 4, 
44, Naisadhlyacarlta^on horse, I. 59-60; anJ moon rise 
XXli. 56, 58. 
45. MV, IV. 25. 
46. Naisadhiyacarita, I. 63. 
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in the MadhuraviJ aya, prince Kampana requests his beloved 
to describe the full moon night: 
kamalaksi kataksyatam ayarn 
samayo varnanaya rasirdraya / 
jana esa vacas tavamrtaxa 
' — — - — 47 
sravasa payayitum kutuhali // 
The main idea for this scene wafe from Naisadhiyacarita , 
In that poem king Nala requests Damayanti to describe 
the beautiful scene of the rising moon; 
atraiva vinim adhunH tavapi 
•srotum samihe madhunah sanabhim 
iti priyapreitaya tayatha 
- / / 48 
prastotum arambhi sasipra^ sastih // 
r 
47. MV, VII. 40. 
48. Naisadhiyacarita , XXII. 58. 
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14. Infulence of T«lugu Poets on Gahgi Devi 
The Importance of Telugu Mahabharata 
The translation of the great Sanskrit Mahabniarata 
into Telugu had an important role in Telugu literature. 
In the seventh and eight century A.D,, Tamil Mahabharata 
was written by Perindevarar Kavi in regional veii.ba poems. 
In Kannada language, Pampa Kavi wrote the Vikram'irj una-
vijaya and Rama Kavi wrote Gadayuddha or Sahasabhima -
Vijaya; both works were based on the Mahabharata. 
Until the eleventh century A.D. Telugu literature could 
not create any major work in Telugu language. 
But, between the eleventh and fourteenth centuries, 
the Mahabharata was translated into Telugu by Nannaya, 
Tikkana, and Errana, Nannaya translated the Tidi and Sabha 
parvans and a part of the Aranya parvan, which was completed 
by Errana in the fourteenth century. Tikkana translated 
the remaining fifteen parvans, starting from the Virata. 
\ 
y 
In the Madhuravi j aya, Ganga Devi specially mentioned 
Tikkana. This shows her great respect to Tikkana. But 
she is Inffuenad by Nannaya too. 
Nannaya and Tikkana compared the armed forces to 
rivers and oceans, Gahg^ Devi also compares forces to 
rivers and oceans. During his advice to Kampana oukka 
Says: 
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sahasrasas tungaturangavicayo 
madavipadvlpa visesitintarah / 
bhavantam ugrayudhanakrarajayo 
— - 49 
bhajanti nityam bahula balabdayah // 
Here the poet compares the army to the ocean, horses in 
thousands act as its waves, elephants are liXe huge islands, 
and the destructive weapons are like crocodiles in the . 
waters.. The same idea about armies had been described 
before ber by Nannaya in the Mahabharata in the follow-
ing manner 
rayaVlcalatturahgamatararngamulan madan'aganakrdsam 
cayamula samcalacca^ula-sainikamatsyamulan bhayamkaram 
baye yaduvrsni bhojakukuramdhaka vahiniyumgalomge nir 
dayatara rosamarutanitamtaitsrairitamai ksanambhunan // 
§ m • • • 
At another place. Gang's Devi describes th- army as 
the ocean in \vhich the horses with their foaming mouths 
and wind-like St.>eed looked just like the waves. The 
same idea was given by Tikkana in his Mah'abh'arata, in 
" 52 
Bhlsma parvan. 
Ganga Devi describes Bukka's uncomparable feeling 
of pleasure when he embraces his son in these woids: 
4 9 . MV. I I I . 3 9 . 
5 0 . Andt i ramahabh 'ara ta , Sabha p a r v a n , 1 1 . 3 3 . 
5 1 . MV, IV. 9 . 
52. Andhramahltbharara, Bhlsma parvan, 1. 83. 
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tatha na karj^ratoharair na harair 
na candanair napy amrtamsupadaih / 
yathabhavan nirvrtaih«'S«ya gat ram 
-. e / — 53 
sutangasartoarsabhuva sukhena // 
In the Telugu Mahabharata also Nannaya presents the 
same idea through Sakuntala in the court of Dusyanta: 
viparitapratibrfsal emitikin urvinatha yi putrag"^  
traparisvamgasukhambu s^numu inuktah"ara karpura sarri 
draparagaprasarambu jamdanamu jamdrjyotsnayu^ butraga 
- *- 54 
traparisvamgamunatlu jivulaku h. r dayambe kadun sitame // 
The Mah'abharata is mainly famous for its fearsome 
and gruesome battle between Kauravas and Pandavas, In 
the Telugu Mahabh'arata Tikkana with his o/.n experience 
directly or indirectly with battle fields described the 
battle very vividly an' beautifully. Its inf lui. nee on 
Gahga Devi can be seen in ninth canto very clearly. 
i-.Tierever she describes the amies or the battle field 
or the battle itself, the main inspiration of Tikkana 
can be seen in her poem. Battle between the horse to 
horse, el|)hant to elephant and about the blood rivers 
it. 
in the battle field, pearls from the broken heads of 
elephants a^ ttacked by heroic warriors et^,, were de cri-
bed lucidly in ninth canto, ^"^ 
53, MV, II, 38. 
54, Andhramahabh'arata, Adi parvan, IV, 90, 
55, MV, IX, 2. 3, 4. 
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In the Drona parvai**^  Tikkana, describing the bartle 
between Shagadatta and, Arjiiiaa, says in prose; 
Icaraval^haralagaoanagu* kumbhi-kumbha-mauktikambulurlu, 
turahgakhurambulam garate radattibulunu benauigonucu 
vrelu prevulunu degi^adayu namkusambulu viouvaka 
raitti tnitti padu bahuvulunu, dondambulunu benaci 
ettinamdarunu hayambulu vrelu ravutulunu mumdari 
— — _ _ _ ^^^ 
kallu degavresina gulu sxmdalainbulunu 
According to poetics* in a Mahakavya, there must 
be vivid description of the dawn and dusk. It is a 
coirunon feature of Telugu poets, that they are always 
very nearer to the nature in describing the beautiful 
sceneries of the dawn and the dusk,- This influence can 
bfe seen in Ganga Devi also. About the dusk she illus-
trates: 
adhoraganam adhipasya bhavinam 
bhuvo bharasyapa gamam dinesvarah / 
nivedayisyann iva gadharamhasa 
- - - — 57 
rdthena patala guham agahata // 
Later Ramarajabh"usana( 1530-1580 A.D,) in his 
Vasucaritra describes the same idea like this. Here 
the poet symbolises the Sun set and the Sun as a happy 
messenger to the ocean to tell about the moon rising, 
56, Andrframah'abhara ta, Drona par van, I. 377 prose. 
57, MV, III. 46. 
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bhavadanujatraajan vasufirpaludu gaikonu nellnetana 
I I I '* u 1 I I I .1.1 I , . II . ii I 
yyavani varaprasadauna namtaduvobhavadeya Jatikirn 
bavitahaya aiamcu mamcumala pattiki bhiavi subhanVou loka bam 
dhavu derigimpa boyina vidharabuna nege bayodi centakun // 
Another example for the imlluence of Telugu poets 
on Gang's Devi can be seen in seventh canto. Here, the 
description of the night's is inspired by a stanza ot 
59 Nanneco(^ a in his Kumarasambhava. 
Pollo*wing him Gang"a Devi desoribes the spredding 
of the darkness thus: 
nayanani janasya tatksan¥na 
nirunaddhi sma nir: antaram tamah / 
ravidipabhrtabhrakarpara 
cyutakalananapunjamecakam // 
15, Gang's Devi's influence on later pcets 
Later she iniipired many pdets by her beautiful 
presentation and style. The great king of Vijayanagara 
kingdom Sri Krsha Deva Raya's court-poet xMukku Timmana, 
• « • 
Teniili Ramakrsna, and Adidamu Surakavi, etc., v;ere some 
• • » 
of those whose "writings v/e c$n see similarities with 
Ganga Devi's Madhur^yijaya. 
58. Vasucaritra, IV. 4, 
59.,Nannecoda, Kumarasainbhava, VI. 96. 
• • — — — — — — — — — 
60. MV. VII. 26. 
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For example, Ganga Devi, describing the peaceful 
male of Kampana, says that it looks as though the mother 
Earth, having found rest, on his strong beautiful arms 
lessened the bu^ en of her first supporters, namely Kurma 
and Sesa, 
4- /_ 
drahimasalini bhoga raanohare 
katakadharini danagunorjite / 
nri .patidosni nivas lam upetya bh'ur 
alaghayat prathamaspadagauravam // 
Mukku Timmana, (1500-15-30 A.D,), one of Krsnadeva 
Raya's court poet, presents the same idea, while describ-
ing the beauty of the king and his peaceful rule, 
ala phanibhogaratnamulun adigibhotkata-ganda-gandnamul 
talapunab"ari navvu vasudhasati da bhujakirti mauktika 
chalamuna krsnarayanrupa-candrunibahuvunandu bh'usano 
j javalmanulan rar gimadamu va^ sanayum gani dhrtalamganal // 
Describing a rain of hall storm Gang"a Devi says tnat 
it looks as though the clouds are vomiting the pearls 
which they had stolen along with the water from th-_ ocean; 
patupurahpavanadhigatabh. ram's 
jalamucah karkopalakaitavat 
• *. 
salilarasipayah sahacTisitam 
udavamann Iva mauktlKasamhatim // ^^ 
61. Ibid, V. 6. 
62. Mukku Timmana, P^i j a t^paharana, 1. 20. 
« 
63. MV, V. 29. 
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Later Tenali Ramakrsna Kavi (1495-1560 A.D.), one 
of the Astadiggaja's at ^^?0^ Deva Raya's court, 
presents the same idea in his poem Pandurangamah'aticyam. 
prabalu vadagamdlun irndragopamulu jatriDv^  
phalamulunu bolce baccikapattulamdu / 
vanadhinirana deralun ammanulan ella 
nambudambulu veli grase naruga kanaga // 
' ' ' " I 
More simiXarites and influence of Madnuravijaya 
can be seen in Adidam Surakavi's Kavijanaranjanamu . 
Describing the city and its beautiful women, Ganoa Devi 
says that Cupid gave up the thought of using his flower-
arrows upon the lovers because the eyes of beautiful 
women and their glances do the same work, 
yatra strinam kat^ksesu yunam hrdaya harisu / 
puspastrasaTicaye vancham muncate pancas'ayakah // 
The same idea was expressed by ftdidamu Surakavi. Here 
also the Love God Cupid finds that beautiful womens*" 
glances are. more effective than his flower-arrows. He 
thought they are useless, so he left them. 
64. Tenali Ramakrsna, Pandurangamllf^ tmyam, IV. 23. 
65, MV. I. 62. 
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k a l i k i cupula 3ik£ia sayakamulu kamte 
. . - , '-^ 
v a d u l a i l okav i j aya dHurvahamu l a u t a / 
nemipa^^vinl dal'pamga nimka nanvcxi 
gana palcese dana yambakamula marudu // 
A special mention must be made of Narayana Kavi's 
Raqhavendravi]aya. This Raghavendra belongs to the 
seventeenth century and is the principal guru of Sumati^ ndra 
Matha. On the occasion of the glorious viccory of Ragha-
vendra^ one of the great poets of that time isiarayana Kavi 
wrote this poem. This poem is much closer to the 
Madhuravijaya. The inherent inspiration of Madnuravijaya 
can be seen throughout the Raqhavendravi j ay^ poem. 
This example alone is sufficient to prove the greotness 
and scliOlarship of Gahga Devi, and her influence on 
Andhra poets. 
66. Kavijanaranjanamu, I. 45, 
67. MVS, Introduction in Telugu, p. 72. 
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